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ABSTRACT
Organic dairy producers rely on pasture-based diets during the grazing season to provide their
lactating herd with the nutrients to support lactation. This can present challenges for producers in
the Northeast US, as pasture nutrients can vary with season and weather, ultimately impacting
milk productivity and animal health. There is currently limited literature outlining feeding
guidelines for producers to meet dairy cattle nutrient requirements on pasture-based systems. This
thesis outlines an investigation of the nutritional strategies that are utilized on organic dairy farms
in Vermont, as well as a case study utilizing a modified supplement to identify the implications of
this modified supplement profile on animal health and productivity during the grazing season.
The first objective (Chapter 2) was to survey nutritional management strategies
commonly used on organic operations in the Northeast, and evaluate the impact on animal health
and productivity. Sixteen Vermont organic dairy farms were evaluated during the grazing season
of 2017 and data collected included management, animal, and pasture data. Farms were assessed
at three timepoints throughout the grazing season, including once in the spring, summer, and fall.
Farms were later divided into two groups based on their measured milk production for subsequent
comparison: 1) high milk group (HMG, n=8) or 2) low milk group (LMG, n=8). Non-forage
supplementation for the HMG ranged from 4.78-7.03 kg DM per animal and the LMG ranged
from grass-only to 7.93 kg DM per animal. Protein and fat yield were greater in the HMG
compared to the LMG. Protein yield decreased from spring to summer, and remained similar
from summer to fall. The rumen-undegradable protein (RUP) concentration in pasture followed a
similar trend as the protein yield observed in both HMG and LMG.
The second objective (Chapter 3) was to utilize a modified supplement on commercial
organic dairy farms during the grazing season to determine whether dietary protein limitations
were the primary factor limiting milk production on organic dairies in Vermont during the
grazing season. Six Vermont organic dairy farms participated in a 6-week trial consisting of a 2week baseline period and 4-week experimental period, with management, animal, and pasture
data collected throughout the 6-week trial. Farms were paired by their 2017 summer milk urea
nitrogen (MUN) profile, and farms within each pair were assigned to 1) continuation of their
regular supplements (n=3, control group, CON), or 2) supplement targeted to 16% crude protein
(CP, as % of dry matter) formulated using an organic barley and roasted soybean mix (n=3,
treatment group, TRT). The modified supplement CP (% DM) averaged 14.8% for CON and
19.4% for TRT during the experimental period. Milk production was higher during the
experimental period for TRT vs. CON. Milk composition was different between groups, with fat
and protein percent being higher in the CON group compared to the TRT for the 6 weeks. During
the experimental period TRT had higher MUN concentrations compared to CON.
This research outlines nutritional strategies used on organic dairy farms in Vermont and
identifies some potential nutritional drivers impacting milk production and composition. These
results also indicate that altering the CP content of dietary supplements fed to grazing organic
dairy cattle during the summer period in the US Northeast could be a useful mechanism to
maintain milk production. Further research could be done to investigate the economic variables
for these feeding strategies.
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW
The U.S. organic industry is continually responsive to consumer demands, and
many of the current market interests align with organically grown products, leading to an
increase in the organic farm sector and an increase in organically certified acres (USDA
NASS, 2017). For organic dairy producers, regulations require at least 30% of dry matter
intake (DMI) of organically raised livestock to come from pastures, defined as land used
to provide feed to grazing livestock or maintain soil, water, and vegetative resources, at a
minimum of 120 days per year (USDA AMS, 2010). Milk production by organic dairy
cattle fed pasture-based diets can be limited during the grazing season due to varying
weather patterns impacting the growth and nutrient composition of the forages, leading to
limitations in production. This review will detail the organic dairy industry in the
Northeast, the pasture profiles and nutrient composition of pastures in the Northeast,
grazing and feeding strategies used, and the milk production and composition produced
by grazing cattle on these diets.

1.1 Background of the United States organic dairy industry
The organic industry began in the 1990s in response to environmental and
management concerns (Läpple and Van Rensburg, 2011), with the first organic produce
sold in conventional supermarkets in 1993 (USDA-ERS, 2002). Organic farming grew as
farmer’s education improved, extension services became more developed and utilized,
and as information and communication between producers increased (Genius et al.,
2006). One of the driving goals of organic livestock operations is to maximize pasture
1

utilization, often feeding less grain or concentrate and allowing a greater number of hours
grazing when compared to conventional farms (Stiglbauer et al., 2013). The adoption of
organic practices has in turn allowed farms to maintain smaller herd sizes while still
competing with large-scale operations, easing management stressors that can be
integrated with strict organic standards (Parsons and O’Hara, 2013). Today, the organic
dairy industry accounts for approximately 6% of the U.S. fluid milk sales and
approximately 15% of the total market for the U.S. organic industry. The current national
organic dairy herd consists of around 279,000 lactating cows coming from over 2,600
farms certified organically (USDA NASS, 2017).

1.2 Highlights of regulations for organic dairy operations in the United States
The National Organic Standards Board is a branch of the USDA that is
responsible for setting and regulating standards for organic certified farms. The
certification process begins with submission of an application outlining information on
the business that is applying, and the organic production and handling plan for that
operation. Once the application is reviewed and approved, an initial on-site inspection by
a certifying agent must be scheduled within 6 months of approval, and completed
annually from then on. Certifying agents are accredited by the USDA every 5 years and
must have expertise in the production and handling of organic products. On-site
inspections include inspection of production and handling facilities and production units
that are used, as well as verification that the organic production and handling plan is
being implemented and that prohibited substances are not being used. Operations must
2

keep updated records detailing the production practices and handling of organic products,
reviewed at on-site inspections and available for inspection at any given time (USDA
AMS, 2010).
As outlined by the National Organic Program (NOP, USDA AMS, 2010), the use
of synthetic fertilizer, pesticides, and herbicides are prohibited on fields that will be used
to produce organic feed or be utilized as grazing land for organic animals. Seeds must be
organically grown if planted in pastures used for grazing of organic livestock or growing
of organic feed. Cultivation practices must be put in place to manage soil conditions and
minimize soil erosion. Pest and disease management must be maintained through the use
of crop rotation, or the use of plant and animal materials. Ruminants must receive at least
30% of their daily DMI from pasture at a minimum of 120 days per year, and animals
must receive 100% certified organic feed. Antibiotics, synthetic preservatives, animal byproducts, and any GMO-derived products are all prohibited in these feeds (USDA AMS,
2010).
In terms of animal care, use of hormones to promote growth or productivity in
organic animals, as well as treatment with unauthorized synthetic drugs or antibiotics, is
prohibited if the animal will be used to make organic products. However, in the event of
illness in an animal it is also prohibited to withhold treatment in order to preserve the
organic certification of that animal (NOFA-VT, 2014).
Welfare standards and living conditions must allow for expression of natural
behavior and maintain health of the animals. Calves must be group housed after 6 months
of age. Access to the outdoors, fresh air, sunlight, and clean water must be provided year
3

round along with shelter and areas to allow exercise. Bedding for the animals must be
clean and dry, and must be certified organic if any roughage is used (NOFA-VT, 2014).

1.3 The organic industry in the Northeast
The Northeast is comprised of Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, Maryland,
Delaware, and New England (USDA-NASS, 2017), and approximately 42% of the
national organic herd is located within these states. In the Northeast, approximately 349
million kilograms of organic milk were produced with an income of approximately $256
million dollars in a 2016 census (USDA NASS, 2017). In the 2016 census, over 165,000
certified organic hectares were reportedly used for pasture with over 3,000 certified
organic farms registered, including crops, livestock, and poultry (USDA NASS, 2017).
Organic dairy operations in the Northeast have historically faced some unique
challenges due to climate. From 1961-1990, the Northeast averaged 102.9 cm of
precipitation annually, with an average of 12.6 short periods of drought (1-3 months),
0.57 medium periods of drought (3-6 months), and 0.03 long periods of drought (over 6
months; Hayhoe et al., 2006). The Northeast climate is predicted to continue
experiencing unique climate challenges, as higher temperature extremes, increases in
periods of rainfall, and increased annual rainfall have been predicted (Thibeault and Seth,
2014). These environmental stressors can impact animal production, animal health, and
forage production, making organic standards challenging to meet for some producers
(Wheelock et al., 2010; Sanaullah et al., 2013; Hristov et al., 2018).

4

1.4 Pasture species in the Northeast

Pasture diversity is important in climates that undergo environmental stressors,
such as the Northeast. The more diversity a pasture contains in forages, the more stable
and productive this pasture can be during periods of environmental stress (Sanderson et
al., 2005). Species commonly grown in pastures in the Northeast can vary in periods of
production, soil moisture and fertility adaption, as well as drought tolerance (Moore et
al., 2004; Kagan et al., 2018).
Seasonal variations in plants can be attributed to a combination of light exposure,
plant maturity, and temperature, all environmental factors that can have wide variability
in the Northeast during the grazing season. Cool-season grass species typically have
optimum growth in low temperatures, creating a period of low productivity as
temperatures increase, making utilization of warm-season grasses an effective strategy to
provide pasture herbage mass throughout the grazing season (Clark et al., 1965; Dillard et
al., 2017). The first metabolic product from photosynthesis in cool-season grass species is
a 3-carbon compound, creating the ability to utilize lower radiation, while the first
product in warm-season grass species is a 4-carbon compound, creating a more efficient
forages with lower nutritive values (Christin et al., 2013). Common cool-season grass
species grown during the grazing season in the Northeast include Kentucky bluegrass
[Poa pratensis ( L.)], smooth bromegrass [Bromus inermis (Leyss.)], reed canarygrass
[Phalaris arundinacea (L.)], orchardgrass [Dactylis glomerata (L.)], perennial ryegrass
[Lolium perenne (L.)], timothy [Phleum pratense (L.)], and meadow fescue [Schedonorus
5

pratensis (Huds.) P. Beauv.]. These species all vary in drought tolerance, periods of
production from early spring to late fall, and relative maturity. Switchgrass [Panicum
virgatum (L.)] and big bluestem [Andropogon gerardii (Vitman)] are common warmseason grass species utilized by producers, both with peak productivity during the
summer and excellent drought tolerance (Hudson et al., 2010). Tracy et al. (2010)
observed a 61% greater herbage mass increase when adding warm season annuals to
eight pastures with cool season grass mixtures; however, this did not improve livestock
performance of grazing animals because of the lower quality nutrients provided by warm
season grass species. Legumes species grown in pastures in the Northeast commonly
include alfalfa [Medicago (L.)], red clover [Trifolium pratense (L.)], white clover
[Trifolium repens (L.)], alsike clover [Trifolium hybridum (L.)], and birdsfoot trefoil
[Lotus corniculatus (L.)], all with periods of production in spring, summer, and fall;
however, these species vary in their drought tolerance (Bosworth, 2007). Legumes
contain nitrogen fixing bacteria that allow for a greater nitrogen DM yield and overall
biomass yield when added to pastures, enhancing the nutritive quality and crude protein
(CP) fraction in pastures (Schipanski and Drinkwater, 2012).

1.5 Nutritive profile of plants
The majority of dry matter within plant material is carbohydrate, meaning this
nutrient fraction is a key nutritional factor contributing toward the energy requirements of
the grazing ruminant animal. Lignin, though not a carbohydrate, is heavily interactive
with the carbohydrate fraction of plants and its composition can vary throughout growth
6

and stage of productivity in plant, impacting the digestibly of fiber in the diet (Casler and
Hatfield, 2006). Protein and non-protein nitrogen profiles of plants are equally important
to meet adequate N intake for microbe- or animal-mediated amino acid synthesis. The
following is an overview of the primary nutritive factors of plants.

1.5.1 Carbohydrate fractions of plants
The plant cell wall is composed of fibrous carbohydrates that provide structure to
the forages. Cellulose is a polysaccharide of glucose monomers with β-1,4 linkages,
which mammalian enzymes do not have the capability of breaking down (Flint and
Bayer, 2008). Hemicellulose, a mixture of polysaccharides consisting of β-1,4 linkages,
forms bonds with the non-carbohydrate structure lignin which creates the fiber-lignin
complex that directly impacts fiber digestibility of the plant. Hemicellulose is classified
into four different groups depending on sugar composition, which includes xyloglucans,
arabinoxylans, mannans, and β-glucans (Hindrichsen et al., 2006; Schadel et al., 2010).
Neutral detergent fiber (NDF) is what remains of the cell wall after being soaked in a
neutral detergent solution (Van Soest, 1994), and includes hemicellulose, cellulose, and
lignin. Use and interpretation of NDF has been an important and useful tool in the
industry, and can be used to determine DMI and chewing activity. Time spent chewing
can increase and will provide a buffer to maintain rumen pH with increasing intake of
NDF; however, an increased intake of NDF can also lead to gut fill and low energy
intake, having a negative impact on rumen microbial activity and DMI (Beauchemin,
1991; Maekawa et al., 2002). Acid detergent fiber (ADF) is a fraction of NDF, and is the
7

residue remaining after being soaked in an acid detergent solution, including cellulose
and lignin (Van Soest, 1994). The partitioning and development of these NDF and ADF
fractions have been crucial in development of our understanding of dairy nutrition and
rumen fermentation.
Undigested NDF is the portion of NDF that remains after 240 hours of in vitro
fermentation (uNDF240), and is a common laboratory measurement that can be used to
estimate the indigestible NDF fraction (iNDF; Palmonari et al, 2016; Mertens, 2016;
Fustini et al., 2017). Another NDF-based fraction that has had widespread adoption is the
physically effective NDF (peNDF) fraction, which is determined by the particle size
multiplied by the percent NDF in the feed (Mertens, 1997; Zebeli et al., 2006). The Penn
State Particle Separator is a manually operated sieving method commonly used to
determine particle size, and is comprised of a bottom pan with three sieves measuring
19.0- ,8.00-, and 1.18-mm; a critical particle length of 1.18-mm has been determined to
influence retention time in the rumen (Poppi and Norton, 1980; Lammers et al., 1996;
Kononoff et al., 2003). The Ro-Tap particle separator is a mechanical shaking system that
uses 8 to 16 stacked sieves that are continuously shaken horizontally while
simultaneously tapped on the top sieve by a mechanical arm, this separates the particles
based on length as opposed to width as other methods do (Mertens 1997; Mertens, 2005;
Maulfair and Heinrichs, 2012). This calculated peNDF is important for stimulating
rumination in the cow, which reduces particle size while providing a buffer through
salivary secretions to maintain rumen pH during microbial fermentation (Mertens, 1997;
Maekawa et al., 2002).
8

Non-fiber carbohydrates (NFC) include pectin, oligosaccharides, starch,
monosaccharides, disaccharides, organic acids, and fructans. Pectin or pectic substances,
galactans and β-glucans, comprise the middle lamella that holds the cell walls in place.
Pectin is a polysaccharide with α-1,4 glycosidic bonds, making it rapidly available in the
rumen along with the other NFC substances (Van Soest, 1994; Wang et al., 2016).
Fructans, which are composed of fructose and sucrose chains in the plant cells, can be
utilized by the plant to overcome environmental stressors by providing easily available
energy reserves for plant growth (McGrath et al., 1997; Panter et al., 2017). Starch
contains amylose, with α-1,4 linkages, and amylopectin, with both α-1,4 linkages and
branched α-1,6 linkages (Tang et al., 2001; Nielsen et al., 2012). Particle size can
influence starch digestibility, Schwandt et al. (2016) observed an increase in total tract
starch digestibility when reducing the particle size of dry-rolled corn offered to feedlot
cattle. A study evaluating the impact of maturity on corn silage observed total tract starch
digestibility to be significantly higher when fed corn hybrids harvested at an early
maturity stage when compared to a late maturity stage (Peyrat et al., 2016). Grain
processing, storage method, and moisture content at time of harvest can also impact the
extent and rate of ruminal starch digestion (Koenig et al., 2003; Ferraraetto et al., 2012).
Some starch granules are resistant to the amylase hydrolysis, due to varying degrees of
crystallinity (Larsen et al., 2009).
The balance of NDF and NFC in the diet is important to maintain a healthy rumen
environment and preserve microbial activity, as NFC provide readily available energy for
microbial fermentation and NDF leads to rumination activity, providing a buffer from
9

salivary secretions to maintain pH during microbial fermentation ( Mertens, 1997;
Maekawa et al., 2002; Noviandi et al., 2014).
Microbe-mediated fermentation of ingested carbohydrates yields volatile fatty
acids, which are the primary energetic substrate for ruminants. Khalili and Sairanen
(2000) studied the impact of the rumen environment and fermentation activity of grazing
animals and concluded a mean VFA profile of 659 mmol/mol of acetate, 190 mmol/mol
of propionate, and 111 mmol/mol of butyrate. Decreasing CP concentration in
supplements resulted in a linear decrease in propionate concentrations and a quadratic
increase in butyrate; however, total VFA production was not impacted and averaged 103
mmol/L (Soder and Gregorini, 2010). Reis and Combs (2000) observed an increased
propionate concentration from 17.8 to 23.9 mM with a decreased acetate concentration of
65.7 to 64.2 mM when offering 10 kg/d of energy concentrate compared to pasture only
diets. These results are expected from the addition of an energy concentrate, as
propionate is the end product of starch degradation.

1.5.2 Lignin in plants and its interaction with carbohydrates
Lignin is an important structural component of the ADF fraction of plants, as it
enables transportation of water at the xylem and increases cell wall rigidity (Iiyama et al.,
1994; Dos Santos et al., 2015). It is composed of a mixture of diverse phenolic
compounds and is high in molecular weight with plastic properties (Casler and Hatfield,
2006). Lignin biosynthesis occurs through the shikimic acid pathway, creating the
phenylpropanoid group of compounds, which consists of the amino acids tyrosine,
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tryptophan, and phenylalanine (Lee and Wendisch, 2017). These amino acids are major
contributors to non-nitrogenous compounds that include tannins, isoflavins, flavins,
lignin, and lignan (Katoh et al., 1989).
Acid detergent lignin (ADL) and Klason lignin (KL) are two methods used to
analyze the lignin content of feedstuff (Van Soest, 1963; Theander and Westerlund, 1986;
Fukushima et al., 2015). The Van Soest detergent system is used to determine ADL, in
which the ADF fraction is treated with sulfuric acid, while enzymatic-chemical treatment
designed to utilize enzymes, ethanol, and sulfuric acid is used to determine KL.
Hindrichsen et al. (2006) compared these two methods for determining lignin contents in
36 fecal samples, 3 different forages, 18 different concentrate ingredients, and 6 total
concentrates, and observed higher KL contents compared to ADL contents, and
speculated that this was due to an acid soluble fraction of lignin being dissolved in the
acid detergent method compared to the KL method.
These methods used for analyzing lignin are critical for determining the
digestibility of feeds in animal diets, as lignin is closely related to digestibility of the
NDF (NDFD) fraction in plants and is largely resistant to microbial degradation when
compared to other plant cell wall components, as a result of the rigidity and resistance
used as a natural barrier for plant protection (Akin and Benner, 1988; Iiyama et al., 1994;
Dos Santos et al., 2015). Research has shown that up to 3% (wt./wt.) of a plant cell wall
contains phenolic acids that form bonds with the lignin-hemicellulose complex
(Theodorou et al., 1987). Ferulic acid and p-coumaric acid are phenolic acids that form
ether bonds or ester bonds within the fiber-lignin complex and have a greater impact on
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the digestibility than the presence of lignin alone, as the ester bonds formed within the
complex can be broken by enzymatic activity of microorganisms in the rumen unlike the
ether bonds formed (Cao et al., 2015; Raffrenato et al., 2017). Plants with higher
lignification have a rigid and inflexible structure and tend to break rather than bend,
impacting rumination and availability for microbial degradation (Van Soest, 1963;
Schadel et al., 2010).
An increase in lignified tissue in the structure of plants tends to occur with the
maturity of plants, making the quality decrease over time, as well as increases with an
increase in environmental temperature, due to higher enzymatic activities associated with
the biosynthesis of lignin (Van Soest, 1963; Dos Santos, 2015). An increase in the
nitrogen component in plants often leads to an increase in lignin content while a decrease
in WSC and digestibility can occur, however this can vary in different species (Allison et
al., 2012).
Grass species contain less lignin when compared to legumes; however, the lignin
concentration is disbursed throughout the plants tissues except for the phloem, while in
legumes the majority of lignin content is in the xylem and a lesser amount of lignin is in
the other plant tissues, resulting in legumes having approximately twice the lignin content
of grass at the same digestibility (Wilson and Kennedy, 1996; Krämer et al., 2012). Cool
season grass species grazed in the Northeast are lower in lignin when compared with
warm season grass species. Cool season grass species have a greater amount of
mesophyll cells when compared to warm season grass species, which are unlignified cells
located between vascular bundles, and influences the quality of cool and warm season
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grass species (Van Soest, 1963; Jung and Vogel, 1986; Giordano et al., 2014).
Ultimately, lignification and its negative impact on digestibility plays a major role in feed
intake limitations for grazing cattle.

1.5.3 Protein and nitrogen in feeds
Nitrogen of the pasture is another major consideration affecting animal
performance. Nitrogen exists in two forms in the soil, ammonia and nitrate, both of which
are converted from atmospheric nitrogen by soil organisms (Hallin et al., 2009). Nitrogen
is an important element involved in the growth and productivity of pastures, as well as
influencing uptake of other minerals and vitamins (Pereira et al., 2011). Forages uptake
their nitrogen source from soils, however soil nitrogen availability can be limited.
Rhizobia grow on the nodules of legumes, and are capable of utilizing atmospheric
nitrogen for plant growth. This makes legumes an important source of protein for grazing
animals, as well as creating more nitrogen availability for grass species growing in the
same mixtures. Many pastures in the Northeast contain grass-legume mixtures and
producers can utilize this in grazing systems (Karsten and Carlassare, 2002). Grazing
systems allow natural disbursement of nutrients, including phosphorus and nitrogen,
through the urinary and fecal excretion from grazing animals. Although legume-grass
mixtures can provide adequate amounts of CP to a grazing animal, nitrogen provided is
not always efficiently utilized in the rumen; WSC:CP ratio plays a significant role in the
efficiency of nitrogen utilization (Kleen et al., 2010).
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Dietary CP provided from feed consists of true protein and non-protein nitrogen
(NPN), NPN includes urea, amino acids, and amines. Dietary CP content in feedstuff is
determined using total nitrogen content multiplied by 6.25, on the notion that nitrogen
content in feedstuff, on average, is 16 grams per 100 grams of protein (NRC, 2001).
Metabolizable protein (MP) consists of amino acids digested post-ruminally supplied
from rumen undegradable protein (RUP), microbial CP synthesized from rumen
degradable protein (RDP), and endogenous protein (NRC, 2001; Haque et al., 2012).
Diets that are limited in MP for the animal can lead to a lower milk yield and lower
protein yield, as the essential amino acids are limited which has a direct impact on milk
production and composition (Zanton, 2019).
The RDP that is supplied to the rumen is broken down by the rumen microbes
into ammonia and utilized for microbial growth and microbial CP synthesis which passes
to the small intestine and contributes to approximately 50-80% to MP (Storm and
Ørskov, 1983; Bach et al., 2005). Diets deficient in RDP and ammonia have a negative
impact on DMI and the rumen environment, as microbial activity decreases due to lack of
energy for the microbes (Olmos Colmenero and Broderick., 2006; Lee et al., 2012). The
RUP will pass to the small intestine and either be digested (dRUP) or continue passage
through the large intestine and into fecal matter (uRUP).
When high amounts of RDP are ingested and microbial requirements are
exceeded, or excess uRUP is consumed, high amounts of ammonia will be produced.
This ammonia will be absorbed and transported to the liver for ureagenesis, and be
excreted through the urine or feces (Olmos Colmenero and Broderick, 2006). Excess CP
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in diet can also directly influence concentrations of urea in blood (BUN) and milk
(MUN), which can be utilized by producers to assess dietary CP supply (Nousiainen et
al., 2004). Ruminants have the ability to recycle urea back to the rumen for microbial
protein synthesis when dietary protein is deficient in diets, also supporting the use of
MUN as an indicator for protein intake, as MUN concentrations will decrease as urea is
recycled (Reynolds and Kristensen, 2008; Mutsvangwa et al., 2016).

1.5.4 Impact of environment and seasonality on pasture forage quality
Variations in nutrient profile of the pasture can be somewhat predicted based on
our knowledge of the plant. Mineral availability in pastures fluctuates throughout the
growing seasons, with concentrations highest in spring and fall and lowest in the summer
(Tracy and Jones, 2013). The highest CP concentration occurs in the fall and lowest
occurs in late spring into summer, while during the summer fiber is increased due to
higher environmental temperatures (Holden et al., 1994; Delagarde et al., 2000; Hafla et
al., 2016).
Light exposure is another environmental challenge that can impact forage quality
as it provides the primary source of energy for the plant through the photosynthetic
pathway. Light exposure is influenced by daylength, weather conditions, and the height
of the plant species. Increased exposure to light will increase WSC concentrations
leading to a decrease in cell wall content and fiber content. Light exposure can impact the
concentrations of sugar in grasses as diurnal fluctuations have been observed due to the
accumulation of sugar during periods of photosynthesis, and further decline in sugar due
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to utilization of this energy supply for synthesis of proteins, exportation for storage
tissues, and respiration (Delagarde et al., 2000; Shewmaker et al., 2006). A decrease in
light exposure can impact the concentration of nitrate in plants, with the highest
concentrations being observed under cloudy and cool weather conditions with minimal
light exposure, while increased light exposure can reduce nitrate into ammonia and amino
acids due to excess energy provided by the sugar concentrations.
The impact of temperature varies based on species, and will influence leaf to stem
ratio, as well as the nutritive quality and growth patterns of pasture forages throughout
the grazing season. Legumes species will have a greater impact in the stem structure
compared to the leaf structure, therefore the nutritive value of legumes is not as easily
impacted by temperature compared to grass species (Van Soest, 1994; Whittington et al.,
2012). The overall quality of grass will be impacted by temperature variability; however,
leaf to stem ratio in grasses can have a close linear relationship with temperatures above
0°C (Bartholomew and Williams, 2005). Increase in temperatures can lead to an increase
in cell wall content as well as an increase in the lignification of the plant cell wall,
indicating an impact on forage digestibility caused by varying temperatures.
Periods of prolonged rainfall or prolonged drought can impact forage quality.
Periods of drought will slow maturity in forages, leading to a decrease in dry matter yield
and increasing the digestibility of the plant, while prolonged periods of rain decrease the
digestibility. Nitrogen concentrations in plants have been linked to water availability,
which in turn will impact plant growth as nitrogen is one of the essential nutrients
(Durand et al., 2009). Other plant nutrients such as soluble sugars and proteins, can also
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be influenced by the availability of water to plants and can vary as plants get acclimated
to periods of drought (Saglam et al., 2008). A study evaluating the impact of extreme
drought and prolonged rainfall events concluded that in the Northeast, total forage yield
and fiber content decreased, while forage quality and CP content increased with
precipitation variability (Grant et al., 2014).

1.6 Grazing management strategies to maximize nutrient uptake from pastures
Grazing management can be utilized to maximize pasture production and
longevity, provide high quality feed, and minimize environmental impacts. Many organic
farms utilize energy and protein supplements along with pasture; however, an assessment
of dairy farm management strategies determined that organic dairy farms use up to 45.0%
less grain compared to conventional dairy farms (Stiglbauer et al., 2013). These results
emphasize the importance of grazing management and feeding strategies for organic
dairy farms. Grazing schedule and pasture allowance can influence DMI and are
important factors in grazing management protocols. A behavioral study assessing
lactating cows with access to pasture or indoor housing observed an average of 13.0±0.6
h/d of voluntary grazing time with the largest fraction of time occurring after evening
milkings (Legrand et al., 2009). Restriction of pasture allowance for grazing cattle can
have a negative impact on milk production and DMI as well. Gregorini et al. (2012)
evaluated the impact of restricting pasture allowance and observed as much as 36.0%
decrease in time spent ruminating, along with a decrease in DMI and a negative impact
on rumen digestion as rumination is critical for ruminal degradation of feedstuffs and will
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impact nutrient availability for the animal. A study done by Clark et al. (2010) observed
the impact of grazing allowance on DMI and milk production, and concluded that one
continuous 8-hour grazing period lowered DMI and milk production when compared to
two separate 4-hour grazing periods. Along with pasture allowance and grazing
schedules, grazing management can impact animal productivity as well as have a direct
impact on pasture productivity and nutrient composition. Rotational grazing is a
management strategy that involves dividing plots of land into smaller divisions referred
to as paddocks, with paddocks grazed for a set amount of time before the animals are
allowed a new paddock which can lead to improvement of forage productivity by
allowing for a greater regrowth period and minimizing overgrazing (Sanderman et al.,
2015). Management intensive grazing utilizes rotational grazing, focusing on plant
regrowth and soil health rather than time spent in individual paddocks. Another strategy
that has been observed in grazing systems is referred to as a leader-follower system in
which lactating cows are rotated off pastures and dry cows or heifers are immediately
rotated onto those pastures; this system showed an increase in herbage mass by up to
26.0% as well as an increase in milk production (Mayne et al., 1988; Hardie et al., 2014).
Stocking rate is an important consideration in grazing management, and is determined by
the number of grazing animals per unit of land used in a specific time frame (Allen et al.,
2011). McCarthy et al. (2014) assessed the impact of stocking rate on animal production
of cows grazing in Ireland and observed a decrease in milk production in cows at a high
stocking rate (3.28 cows/ha), and a medium stocking rate (2.92 cows/ha) compared to a
low stocking rate (2.51 cows/ha) at two different time points (February, 18.8, 19.9, and
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21.2 kg/d respectively; March, 19.8, 20.4, and 21.9 kg/d respectively). These results
indicate that stocking rate can have a negative impact on milk production and should be
considered for pasture-based dairy farms.
Alternative plant species can be utilized in the Northeast to increase pasture mass
and nutrient profile. Warm season grasses are sometimes utilized in the Northeast
pastures in order to increase productivity during heat and drought stress, and as
temperatures are predicted to increase in the Northeast in future years, utilization of these
warm season annuals may increase during the grazing season (Hristov, et al., 2017).
Hardie et al. (2014) analyzed feeding strategies of organic dairy farms and observed an
increase in days spent on pasture during the grazing season for farms that utilized
alternative forages (216 vs. 173 d, respectively). Dillard et al. (2017) used continuous
culture fermentation systems to study a mixture of orchardgrass and sorghum x
sudangrass [Sorghum (Moench) x S. bicolor var. sudanense], and a mixture of
orchardgrass and Japanese millet [Echinochloa esculenta (A. Braun) H. Scholz], common
alternative forages that can be used with cool-season grass species for grazing in the
Northeast. These results showed differences in total VFA production (mol/day), with
orchardgrass + sorghum x sudangrass having the greatest concentrations of VFA and
orchardgrass alone have the lowest (59.2 vs. 55.8 mmol/L, respectively). In terms of
individual VFA production, molar proportions of acetate were greatest (68.4, 68.7 vs.
64.8 mol/100 mol, respectively) and of butyrate were lowest (7.16, 7.55 vs. 9.69 mol/100
mol, respectively) in orchardgrass and orchardgrass + Japanese millet compared to
orchardgrass + sorghum x sudangrass, while molar proportions of propionate was lowest
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in the orchardgrass + Japanese millet mixture compared to orchardgrass + sorghum x
sudangrass and orchardgrass alone (21.2 vs. 23.2, 21.9 mol/100 mol, respectively).
Nitrogen metabolism was also measured in this study and reported orchardgrass as
possessing an ammonia concentration of 19.6 mg/dL and true CP digestibility of 98.3%,
compared to 17.7 mg/dL and 92.7% in the orchardgrass + sorghum x sudangrass mixture
and 15.9 mg/dL and 88.8% in the Japanese millet, respectively (Dillard et al., 2017). The
total VFA production (mol/day) and nitrogen metabolism in this study provide evidence
and emphasize the use of warm season annuals as alternative forages in pasture to
provide protein and energy concentrations in the diet that may be fluctuating in coolseason grasses and legumes due to environmental and seasonal effects and can influence
milk production and composition of grazing animals.

1.7 Production and nutrient considerations for grazing dairy cattle
With the regulations and standards set for organic dairy systems, and the reliance
on pasture-based diets which can vary in nutrient availability, there are unique production
and nutrient considerations for grazing animals which can be challenging for producers to
meet.

1.7.1 Dry matter intake of grazing animals
The DMI of grazing animals can be influenced by various factors on a
management, animal, and pasture level. Feeding frequency, feeding schedule, grazing
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schedule, and supplementation levels will impact grazing behavior and DMI of grazing
animals. The physical compacity of the rumen is around 15.0% of body weight, on
average, and is impacted by NDF intake. The NDF physical compacity in the rumen is
influenced by particle size, digestibility, and rate of passage (NRC, 2001). Gut fill and
energy requirements of the grazing animal have been used to determine DMI, with DMI
at around 1.50-3.00% of body weight, varying with lactation stages. The NDF intake
capacity will vary with lactation stages, nutrient composition in pasture, and grazing
behavior, ranging from 0.94 to 1.3% of body weight (Rotz et al., 1989). Soder et al.
(2006) studied the impact of different forage mixtures on DMI and productivity in
grazing animals and found that DMI from pasture was on average 11.6 kg DM per day
regardless of forage mixture and addition of supplementation was 13.4 kg DM per day.
These results could be used to estimate total DMI in animals grazing pastures with
diverse forage mixtures and offered non-forage supplements, a common management
strategy for pasture-based operations. Tozer et al. (2004) evaluated the impact of pasture
allowance and supplementation strategies, and observed the greatest DMI in animals with
high pasture allowance and supplements (target 40.0 kg pasture DM/ cow, 10.0 kg DM/
cow of concentrate) and the lowest DMI with low pasture allowance (target 25.0 kg
pasture DM/ cow) and no supplement (24.8 vs. 18.3 kg DM/d, respectively), as
supplementation can influence the ruminal fermentation of digesta and the turnover rate
of gut-fill. Kolver et al. (1998) studied supplements in grazing animals and observed a
DMI of 3.60% of body weight at approximately 19.1 kg/d of DM can be achieved when
supplementing carbohydrates and monitoring pasture nitrogen content in order to balance
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protein and energy intake. However, the addition of non-forage supplements will have an
impact on pasture DMI. Kellaway and Porta (1993) defined substitution rate as a decrease
in DMI from pasture per every kg of supplemental feed ingested. Pasture availability can
directly influence DMI and substitution rates for cows grazing pasture. Cows grazing at a
high pasture availability have been observed to have a lower substitution rate of
approximately 2.00 kg of DM/d compared to cows grazing at low pasture availability
with a substitution rate of approximately 4.00 kg or DM/d (Bargo et al., 2002).

1.7.2 Impact of supplementing grazing cows on their milk production
When pasture and grazing systems are utilized as the only source of nutrients for
high producing animals, energy requirements for maximum production will often not be
met and nutrient requirements can be limited (Kolver and Muller, 1998). Concentrates
can be utilized to supply grazing animals with nutrients not met on pasture alone, and
some ingredients, including barley, soybean, molasses, rapeseed, wheat, or beet pulp,
have been the focus of research for non-forage energy and protein supply (Bargo et al.,
2003; Hardie et al., 2014; Liang et al., 2017). Energy concentrates are often utilized for
grazing animals, however herbage intake can be higher when utilizing fibrous
supplements compared to starch-based supplements (Fisher et al., 1996; Stakelum and
Dillon, 2003). Supplements with high starch concentrations decrease milk yield and fat
yield when compared to high protein supplements (Dickhoefer et al., 2018), as an
increase in fermentable carbohydrates can induce milk fat depression, in turn altering
biohydrogenation in the rumen leading to a downregulation of de novo synthesis of fatty
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acids (Harvatine and Bauman, 2011) . It is well established that milk yield can increase
with the addition of concentrate, with an increase of approximately 1 kg of milk/1 kg of
concentrate (Reid et al., 2015). Khalili and Sairanen (2000) also reported an increase in
milk lactose and protein yield when concentrate was supplied compared to pasture alone.
Milk fat concentration decreases with increased energy supplementation (Reis and
Combs, 2000) and increased protein concentration in the diet (Khalili and Sairanen,
2000).

1.7.3 Forage protein and milk urea nitrogen profile
When managed properly, pastures can be utilized to provide animals with highly
digestible forages that are palatable and provide enough nitrogen to support up to 25.0
kg/d in milk production (Berzaghi et al., 1996). The proportion of cool-season grass to
cool-season legume species that grow in the Northeast will impact the nutritive value of
the pasture, with fluctuating weather patterns, soil conditions, and species competition all
influencing the composition of the pasture (Burns and Standaert, 1985; Deak et al., 2007;
Dillard et al., 2018). Establishment of legume species and a higher legume content in
pastures will increase nitrogen availability in the pasture; however, weather variability
during the grazing season can lead to a decrease in legume content, ultimately resulting in
a decrease in the CP content in pastures (Schipanski and Drinkwater, 2012; Dillard et al.,
2017). Inclusion of higher CP supplements in the diets of grazing dairy cows has been
observed to increase milk yield and impact milk composition (Dickhoefer et al., 2018),
possibly as a results of providing animals with CP and a nitrogen source that may be
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limited in pasture. A large portion of nitrogen ingested by grazing animals is highly
degradable with varying rates of degradation, and this can be used to support microbial
growth (Beever et al., 1986). Microbial growth requires an ammonia concentration of
5.00 mg/dL or higher in the rumen to promote fermentation, which can be indirectly
assessed by higher concentrations of VFAs (Satter and Slyter, 1974).
When dietary CP and amino acids absorbed are more than the animal’s
requirements, they will be deaminated in the liver and converted to blood urea (BUN) or
milk urea nitrogen (Broderick and Albrecht, 1997; Aguilar et al., 2012). High levels of
CP in the diet can provide an increased energy supply via deamination of amino acids,
and this can also lead to an increase of urea excretion through milk and urine (Yoon et
al., 2004; Mucha and Strandberg, 2011). A study conducted in Australia reported mean
MUN concentrations of 40.3 0.25 mg/dL in grazing Friesian dairy cows fed different
levels of concentrate (Trevaskis and Fulkerson, 1999), while another study completed in
Finland and Sweden varied in MUN concentrations, with results between 3.80 to 27.0
mg/dL in cows fed ad libitum grass or grass-legume silages plus concentrate (Nousiainen
et al., 2004), with both studies indicating large variations in MUN concentrations when
studying grazing animals. Along with dietary CP concentration, the ratio of nitrogen to
WSC in the diet can also impact MUN concentrations (Trevaskis and Fulkerson, 1999;
Oltner et al., 1983; Godden et al., 2001), which supports the variation in MUN
concentrations in grazing animals as energy to protein ratios can vary with season in
pastures (Moller et al., 1993; Gooden et al., 2001). Differences in MUN concentrations
have also been observed throughout lactations, month, and parity as well (Godden et al.,
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2001). Czajkowska et al. (2015) observed MUN concentrations to be influenced by milk
yield when studying milk production in Polish Holstein-Friesian cows, while Hojman et
al. (2004) observed a negative linear association between body weight and MUN
concentrations. Although many other factors impact MUN concentrations in milk, it is
well established that excess dietary nitrogen is converted to ammonia by the rumen
microbes which is converted to urea in the liver and diffused as BUN or MUN, making
MUN a useful tool in determining nitrogen intake and utilization in dairy cattle (Oltner,
1983; Trevaskis and Fulkerson, 1999, Godden et al., 2001; Powell et al., 2014).

1.8 Conclusion
In line with the increase in the organic dairy industry, the reliance of pasture as a
large source of DMI, and a large portion of the national organic dairy herd located in
the Northeast, a region that has historically faced climate extremes and is predicted to
face these challenges as climate change occurs, it is critical that producers have
nutritional strategies and management protocols to improve productivity and animal
health during the grazing season.

1.8.1 Hypothesis and Objectives
Our hypothesis was that many organic farms in the Northeast do utilize dietary
supplements along with pasture, and that altering the nutrients in these supplements can
improve production and provide nutrients limited on pasture during the grazing season.
The overall objectives of this research were to 1) gain knowledge on the feeding
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strategies, grazing practices, and management protocols on organic dairy farms in the
state of Vermont, 2) observe the impact that these practices have on animal health, milk
production and milk composition, as well as indications of nutrient limitations in these
systems, and 3) implement changes to these strategies in order to improve productivity
and health of organic dairy cattle during the grazing season.
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CHAPTER 2: EVALUATING ORGANIC DAIRY FARM MANAGEMENT AND
NUTRITIONAL STRATEGIES ACROSS VERMONT.

2.1 ABSTRACT
Within Vermont dairy operations, over 20% of the current registered farms are
certified organic (USDA-NASS, 2017). Unique climate challenges are particularly
pertinent to organic dairy operations in Vermont, who also adhere to the USDA National
Organic Program’s regulations that organic animals must receive 30% of their daily DMI
from pasture at a minimum of 120 days per year (USDA-AMS, 2010). There is currently
limited literature outlining grazing practices of organic dairy producers in Vermont,
hence the objective of this work was to gain a better understanding of nutritional
management strategies commonly used on organic operations in Vermont, and evaluate
the impact on animal health and productivity. Sixteen Vermont organic dairy farms were
surveyed during the grazing season of 2017. To identify possible differences in
management practices between high and low producing herds, once data was collected
farms were divided into two groups based on milk production 1) high milk group (HMG,
n=8, herd average of 26.6 ± 8.2 kg of milk/day) or 2) low milk group (LMG, n=8, herd
average of 19.1 ± 6.3 kg milk/day). Farms were sampled once per season in spring (midMay to mid-June), summer (July), and fall (September); data collected included animal
information, pasture information, and management information. Data were statistically
analyzed using the MIXED procedure of SAS for all parameters to determine effect of
group, effect of sampling period, and the interaction (group x sampling period). Non42

forage supplements of the HMG averaged 5.90±0.22 kg DM/cow/day and the LMG
averaged 4.09±2.78 kg DM/cow/day. Milk fat percentage was higher in the LMG
compared to the HMG (4.14 vs. 3.90%, respectively). Milk protein percentage decreased
from spring to summer (3.24 to 3.15%), increased in the fall (3.15 to 3.27%), and was
highest in the LMG (3.26 vs. 3.18%, respectively). Milk protein and fat yield were
greater in the HMG compared to the LMG (0.82 vs. 0.61 kg protein/d; 1.16 vs. 0.95 kg
fat/d, respectively). Milk fat yield decreased throughout the grazing season (1.02, 0.85,
0.81 kg fat/d, respectively), while milk protein yield decreased from spring to summer
(0.82 to 0.67 kg protein/d). Milk-urea nitrogen (MUN) concentration was similar in LMG
and HMG, with all farms having the highest average in the fall (12.3 and 12.6 mg/dL,
respectively). This survey highlights the variation in management and productivity of
organic dairies across the state.
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2.2 INTRODUCTION

The United States organic dairy industry has grown by 23% within the past
decade, with 2016 statistics reporting over 2,600 farms and 279,000 lactating cows in the
national organic herd (USDA-NASS, 2017). Grazing requirements outlined by The
National Organic Standards Board (USDA-AMS, 2010) can be particularly challenging
for regions of the United States that have more variable weather patterns that can impact
pasture productivity and grazing conditions, such as the Northeast US, where
approximately 41% of the national organic dairy herd is located. With approximately 53
thousand hectares used for organic production practices, the 2016 NASS survey also
reports that Northeast organic dairies include farm numbers ranging from 1 organic dairy
farm to approximately 470 organic dairy farms per state. In total, the Northeast produced
approximately 349 million kilograms of organic milk in 2016, creating a total revenue of
approximately $250 million dollars (USDA NASS, 2017). Organic dairies in the
Northeast provide a substantial proportion of the national organic dairy industry;
however, literature outlining these systems or strategies these systems utilize is limited.

Seasonally, the Northeast climate includes prolonged periods of dry weather,
limited precipitation, and heat stress, as well as periods of prolonged precipitation and
below freezing temperatures, which impact plant nutritive quality, growth patterns,
grazing behavior of animals, and the overall productivity from pasture during the grazing
season (Buxton, 1996; Ansquer et al., 2009; Durand et al., 2010; Grant et al., 2014).
Adoption of diverse pasture profiles, including cool season grass species, such as
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Kentucky bluegrass [Poa pratensis ( L.)], timothy [Phleum pratense (L.)], orchardgrass
[Dactylis glomerata (L.)], smooth bromegrass [Bromus inermis (Leyss.)], reed
canarygrass, [Phalaris arundinacea (L.)], perennial ryegrass [Lolium perenne (L.)], and
meadow fescue [Schedonorus pratensis (Huds.) P. Beauv.] are commonly utilized for
pastures in the Northeast, and many vary in periods of production during the grazing
season (Bosworth, 2007). Inclusion of legume species is also commonplace as a means to
enhance the nutritive quality of the pasture, particularly in the CP fraction. Pastures in the
Northeast commonly include red clover [Trifolium pretense (L.)], white clover [Trifolium
repens (L.)], alfalfa [Medicago sativa (L.)], and birdsfoot trefoil [Lotus corniculatus (L.)]
(Bosworth, 2007).

Inclusion of formulated supplements have been observed to support grazing
animals during the grazing season (Bargo et al., 2003; Hardie et al., 2014; Liang et al.,
2017). Many studies have showed an increase in milk yield with the addition of
concentrates in the diet of grazing animals (Khalili & Sairanen, 2000; Reis and Combs,
2000; Bargo et al., 2002); however, the response is variable depending on amount and
profile of supplement offered in relationship to the pasture.

With a paucity of information available regarding pasture-based feeding
practices for organic dairies in the Northeast, and particularly in Vermont, the objective
of this work was to engage with a subset of organic dairies in Vermont, and subsequently
assess and report on the feeding and management strategies, diet profiles, pasture use,
and animal performance on these farms.
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2.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.3.1 Farm Participation and Survey Layout
Sixteen Vermont organic dairy herds participated in an evaluation that ran
through the grazing season of 2017. Willing participating farms were identified by
volunteering participation once awareness of survey spread from extension services and
farms or through recruitment as they were identified as previous participants by
University of Vermont (Burlington, VT) research team. Criteria for participating farms
included: , USDA organic certification, herd sizes above 20 lactating cows, milking twice
daily, and year-round freshening. Measurements and information for evaluation were
collected monthly per farm at three periods; Spring (Mid May – Mid June), Summer
(July), and Fall (September). No historic information was collected from any of the
participating farms.

2.3.2 Management Information
Information on management protocols were recorded during each sample
collection period, including grazing management, herd and breed information, and
feeding strategies. Number of lactating cows, dry cows, heifers, or bulls grazing the
pastures were recorded. Supplemental strategies, including estimated feeding amount and
feeding protocol of conserved forages and concentrates, were recorded on farms that
utilized them. Any changes in management protocols throughout the sampling periods
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were recorded. Climate information for the counties where participating farms were
located, including mean temperature, maximum temperature, minimum temperature, and
rainfall were recorded utilizing climate monitoring software through the National Centers
for Environmental Information (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Climate at a Glance: County Time Series).

2.3.3 Non-Pasture Feed Sampling
Individual intake of supplement per animal was estimated by producers and
recorded at each period, along with feeding schedule and grazing management. A
subsample of each non-pasture feed, including any concentrate feed or conserved forages,
was collected for wet chemistry analysis using traditional AOAC methods (DairyOne,
Ithaca, NY) to determine DM and concentrations of neutral detergent fiber (NDF), acid
detergent fiber (ADF), crude protein (CP), total digestible nutrients (TDN), net energy
lactation (NEL), net energy gain (NEG), net energy maintenance (NEM), and minerals.
Measurements of refusals were taken if the supplement offered was not completely eaten
or already removed before researchers arrived, and used to estimate DMI of feed offered
off-pasture.
2.3.4 Animal Information
At each farm, milk samples were collected from individual cows using in-line
samplers, and individual milk yield was recorded at two consecutive milkings for each of
the three sample collection periods. Samples were collected for commercial analysis
(DairyOne, Ithaca, NY; Lancaster DHIA, Manheim, PA) in vials with bronopol
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preservative, and analyzed for fat, protein, and MUN using Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy technology (FOSS FTIR MilkoScan, MN., USA). Evaluation of BCS was
collected and recorded at each sampling period by two trained independent project
personnel for up to 50 lactating cows per herd, and the average of these scores within
cow was included in further statistical analysis. BCS estimates the relative amount of
body fat or energy reserves stored subcutaneously, and focuses on evaluating the shape of
animals hooks, pins, and the short ribs, with a score of 1 indicating a very thin cow with
minimal fat and prominent hooks and pins, while a score of 5 indicates a cow with
excessive fat and well rounded, barely visible hooks and pins (scale 1 to 5; Elanco
Products Company, 1989).

2.3.5 Pasture Mass, Disappearance, and Dry Matter Intake
Post-grazing herbage mass was determined by taking measurements from the
paddock most recently grazed, while measurements taken on the paddock that was to be
grazed next were used to determine pre-grazing herbage mass, botanical composition,
and nutritional analysis. Dimensions and areas of these pastures were measured using a
distance wheel and verified by mapping out individual pastures on Google Earth (Google
Earth Pro version 7.3, accessed 2017, VT, US) and using the parameter tool in the
software for each farm. Herbage mass was measured using a Jenquip rising plate meter
(Jenquip, Feilding, New Zealand) in the post-grazed pasture and the pre-grazed pasture at
each period. Using the Jenquip rising plate meter, herbage mass measurements were
taken in a diagonal pattern across the paddock, recording approximately 50
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measurements per paddock. For calibration of the rising plate meter, quadrat cuts (1 m2)
were taken in both pre- and post-grazed pastures (15 samples per farm), samples were
taken at areas with low, medium, and high pasture heights determined by visual
identification of areas with different forage height across the pastures. The area in which
quadrats were taken was selected randomly, herbage mass per area was measured using a
rising plate meter, and all forage material in the quadrat area was cut to ground level and
collected. Forage material was stored at room temperature and transported to the
University of Vermont Horticulture Research Center (65 Green Mountain Dr., South
Burlington, VT). Upon arrival samples were oven dried at 55°C for up to 48 h and
reweighed to determine DM content. Rising plate meter measurements were based on a
standard equation [(kg of DM/ha=(forage height+500) x 140], while quadrat cuts were
used to create a calibration curve and individual equations for each farm at each sampling
period. Pasture disappearance was determined by calculating the difference in pregrazing herbage mass and post-grazing herbage mass. Pasture DMI per animal was
estimated by dividing the number of cows grazing by the calculated pasture
disappearance.

2.3.6 Pasture Botanical and Chemical Profile
Pasture samples were collected at each period from the pre-grazed pasture to
determine botanical and chemical composition on each farm. Pasture samples, as
previously described by Totty et al. (2013), were cut by hand (approximately 50 g) at an
estimated grazing height, which was determined by visually examining the height of the
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post-grazed paddock and were collected every 2-strides diagonally across the paddock. A
total of 10-15 samples were collected, and samples were subsequently pooled. Two
representative subsamples were used for further analysis, one of the representative
subsamples from the pooled sample was used to determine nutritive composition of the
pre-grazed pasture. The samples were stored at room temperature and transported
immediately after collection to the University of Vermont Horticulture Research Center
(65 Green Mountain Dr., South Burlington, VT). Samples were then weighed fresh, oven
dried at 55°C for up to 48 h, and reweighed. This subsample was then ground to 1 mm
using a Willy Mill (Thomas Scientific, Swedesboro, NJ), and analyzed using near
infrared reflectance spectroscopy (FOSS NIRS DS2500, MN, USA; University of
Vermont Agriculture Testing, University of Vermont, Burlington, VT) with 2016 NIRS
Consortium calibrations (NIRSC, WI, USA) to identify concentrations of NDF, ADF,
CP, fat, and water-soluble carbohydrates (WSC) including sugars, fructans, and starch. A
second representative subsample was hand sorted, upon arrival at the University of
Vermont Horticulture Research Center, into four botanical categories: legumes, weed,
grass, and dead material. After the fresh weight of each botanical category was taken, all
components were oven dried at 55°C for up to 48 h and reweighed to determine the
botanical profile of the pre-grazed pasture on a dry matter basis.

2.3.7 Statistical Analysis
Upon completion of the data collection, the 16 participating farms were separated
into 2 equal groups based on the milk production results for comparison in order to
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identify any potential differences in management practices or farm profile across the
herds that may contribute to milk productivity. Eight of the farms were placed into the
high milk group (HMG, herd average of 26.6 ± 8.2 kg of milk/day) and the other half
were placed into the low milk group (LMG, n=8, herd average of 19.1 ± 6.3 kg
milk/day). Within the HMG and LMG, comparison of BCS, milk yield and composition,
pasture composition, and pasture disappearance measurements were analyzed using the
MIXED procedure of SAS version 9.4 (SAS institute, Cary, NC). Least square means
determined effects of period, effects of farms, and farm by period interaction. Milk yield,
milk composition, and BCS were analyzed using individual cow as the repeated measure.
Pre and post grazing mass, pasture disappearance measurements and pasture chemical
composition were analyzed using individual farms as the repeated measure. Statistical
significance was determined at a value of P<0.05. Management information was
collected and recorded in Microsoft spreadsheet software to determine averages for LMG
and HMG. The effects of differences in pasture measurements, estimated DMI of pasture
and supplements, and pasture chemical composition on the summed milk production of
both HMG and LMG within sampling periods were analyzed using predictive modeling
procedure of JMP, Version 14 (SAS institute, Cary, NC), which partitions data according
to the relationship between influencing factors and response variables. For pasture
chemical profile, this included CP, ADF, NDF, Ca, P, K, Mg, fat, lignin (as % of DM),
and rumen undegradable protein (RUP; as % of CP) determined by NIR analysis (FOSS
NIRS DS2500, MN, USA; University of Vermont Agriculture Testing, University of
Vermont, Burlington, VT) with 2016 NIRS Consortium calibrations (NIRSC, WI, USA;
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while pasture measurements included pre- and post-grazing herbage mass, DM
disappearance (difference in pre- and post-grazing herbage mass), and estimated DMI
(DM disappearance in kg/ha divided by the number of animals grazing the paddocks).

2.4 RESULTS

2.4.1 Management Information
Management information is summarized in Table 2.1. The average herd size for
farms in the HMG was 58.0 ± 15.9 lactating cows, while the LMG average herd size was
67.0 ± 27.7 lactating cows. For grazing management, the hours spent grazing averaged
10.8 ± 3.2 h for the HMG and 11.5 ± 3.1 h for the LMG, while average pasture area was
1.09 ± 1.18 ha for the HMG and 0.91 ± 0.72 ha for the LMG. Farms in both LMG and
HMG utilized a management intensive rotational grazing system, while a fraction of
these farms also utilized a different paddock during day and night, and some allowed
animals to back-graze the post-grazed paddock. Weather data for the home counties of
the participating farms is summarized in Table 2.2. The average mean temperature for all
counties during the spring sampling period was 16.6 ±0.9°C, during the summer
sampling period was 19.0 ±0.7°C, and for the fall sampling period was 16.8 ±0.6°C. The
average maximum temperature seen across all counties for the spring sampling period
was 20.7 ±1.2°C, for the summer sampling period was 25.0 ±0.8°C, and for the fall
sampling period was 23.5 ±0.9°C. The average minimum temperature across all counties
for the spring sampling period was 8.59 ±0.80°C, for the summer sampling period was
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12.6 ±0.7°C, and for the fall sampling period was 10.1 ±2.7°C. The average rainfall
across all counties for the spring sampling period was 15.1 ± 1.3 cm, for the summer
sampling period was 10.5 ±0.9 cm, and for the fall sampling period was 7.67 ±0.45 cm.

2.4.2 Non-pasture Supplementation
The amount of non-pasture supplements offered (Table 2.3) ranged from 4.787.03 kg DM per animal per day for HMG and the LMG ranged from 0 – 7.93 kg DM per
animal per day. The average amount of non-pasture supplement offered was 5.90±0.22
kg DM per animal per day for HMG, and 4.09±2.78 kg DM per animal per day for LMG.
The average CP concentration for HMG was 16.4±1.2% for all three sampling periods,
while the average for LMG was 15.6±0.6% for all three sampling periods. The average
aNDF concentrations across all three sampling periods was 14.4±0.8% for the HMG and
14.6±0.4% for the LMG. For all three sampling periods, the average ADF concentration
was 7.4±0.8% for the HMG and 6.7±0.4% for the LMG.

2.4.3 Milk Production
Average milk production (Table 2.4) decreased across the spring, summer, and
fall sampling periods (25.8, 21.8, 21.0 kg milk/day, respectively; P<0.0001) for both
HMG and LMG. Average fat percent decreased across the spring, summer, and fall
sampling periods (4.07, 4.02, 3.98%, respectively; P<0.05) for both groups and the
average fat percent was higher for the LMG than the HMG (4.15 vs 3.90 %, respectively;
P<0.0001). Average fat yield decreased throughout the spring, summer, and fall
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sampling period (1.02, 0.85, 0.81 kg/day, respectively; P<0.0001) and was higher in the
HMG compared to the LMG (1.01 vs. 0.78 kg/day, respectively; P<0.0001). Protein
percent varied throughout the grazing season, with the lowest average percent occurring
in the summer and highest average percent occurring in the fall (3.15, 3.27%,
respectively; P<0.0001), and LMG having a higher protein percent compared to HMG
(3.26 vs. 3.18%, respectively; P<0.05). Protein yield was highest in the spring sampling
period and similar protein yield averages for the summer and fall sampling periods (0.82
vs. 0.67 kg/day, respectively; P<0.0001), with HMG having a higher protein yield when
compared to LMG (0.82 vs. 0.61 kg/day, respectively; P<0.0001). Average MUN was
similar between HMG and LMG (10.6 vs. 10.8 mg/dL, respectively), and significantly
increased from the spring sampling period to the summer sampling period followed by an
increase in the fall sampling period (9.62, 10.1, 12.4 mg/dL, respectively, P<0.0001).

2.4.4 Animal Information
Average BCS (Table 2.4) was affected by group x period (P<0.001). Average
BCS for HMG increased through the spring sampling period to the summer sampling
period followed by an increase in the fall sampling period (2.87, 2.92, 2.93 units,
respectively) while LMG average BCS decreased through the progression of spring,
summer, and fall sampling periods (2.96, 2.88, 2.83 units, respectively).
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2.4.5 Pasture Mass, Disappearance, and Dry Matter Intake
Pasture mass, disappearance, and estimated DMI are summarized in Table 2.5.
There was no difference between group, sampling period, or group by period interaction
for post-grazing herbage mass, DM disappearance, or estimated pasture DMI per animal.
The average pre-grazing herbage mass across all farms decreased from the spring, to the
summer, to the fall sampling periods (4748, 3987, 3203 kg DM/ha, respectively;
P<0.05).

2.4.6 Pasture Botanical and Chemical Profile
Pasture botanical composition is summarized in Table 2.6. There was no
difference in composition between group or for group by period interaction. Amount of
dead material increased from the spring sampling period to the fall sampling period for
both groups, averaging 1.80 % composition for spring period, 7.70 % for the summer
period, and 17.7 % for the fall sampling period (% of DM). Amount of legume in the
pastures (on DM basis) varied throughout the grazing season, with the highest amount in
the summer, and similar amounts during the spring and fall sampling (15.3 vs. 8.37 and
9.36 %, respectively). Pasture chemical profile is summarized in Table 2.7. The HMG
had a higher pasture CP concentration when compared to the LMG (19.2 vs. 17.4 %,
respectively, P<0.05). The percent of estimated RUP increased throughout the spring
sampling period to the fall sampling period (32.6, 36.4, 36.8 % of CP, respectively;
P<0.05). There was an increase in pasture Ca concentrations through the progression of
spring, summer, and fall sampling periods (0.84, 1.01, 1.06 % of DM, respectively;
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P<0.05). The concentration of Mg in the pastures varied throughout periods, with the
highest concentration during the summer sampling period, and the lowest in the spring
(0.27 vs. 0.23% of DM, respectively; P<0.05). Lignin concentration in pastures was
higher for LMG compared to HMG (4.08 vs. 3.59 % of DM, respectively; P<0.05).

2.4.7 Predictive Model Relationships
Predictive models (JMP, Version 14, SAS institute, Cary, NC) examining the
summed milk production of both HMG and LMG within sampling period are
summarized in Figure 1. During the spring sampling period, farms with P concentration
less than 0.35% of DM in the pastures had a lower mean milk production compared to
farms with a P concentration above 0.35% of DM (2029.5 vs 1083.7 kg milk,
respectively). During the summer sampling period, farms with RUP concentrations
greater than 35.8% of CP had a higher mean milk production than farms with RUP below
35.8% of CP (2072.3 vs. 1010.4 kg milk, respectively), and within those farms, animals
grazing pastures with P concentrations above 0.41% of DM had a higher mean milk
production compared to farms below 0.41% (2072.3 vs. 892.6, respectively). For the fall
sampling period, farms with Ca concentrations less than 1.18% had a lower mean milk
production than farms with Ca concentrations above 1.18% (1967.26 vs. 963.08 kg milk,
respectively).
Post-grazing herbage mass had the greatest influence on milk production during
the summer sampling period while pre-grazing herbage mass had the greatest impact
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during the spring and fall sampling period (Figure 2), and for all three sampling periods,
the non-forage supplemental intake impacted the milk production (Figure 3).

2.5 DISCUSSION
This study sought to evaluate the feeding and management strategies employed
during the grazing season by a subset of organic dairies in Vermont including diet
profiles, pasture use, and animal performance. A number of points of interest arise from
this study.

2.5.1 Supplemental Intake
Although the LMG had a higher range of supplement levels, many of the farms in
this group fed below 6 kg of non-forage supplements, including farms that did not utilize
non-forage supplements at all. While many factors can influence milk production on
farms, we utilized predictive modeling to determine the impact that the measurements
taken within this survey had on milk production of the HMG and LMG. The results of the
predictive model determined that estimated non-forage supplemental DMI of less than
6.59 kg DM had a lower mean milk production compared to those that utilize more
supplement (1704 vs. 1068 kg milk, respectively). When feeding high levels of
supplementation for grazing dairy cows, substitution rate will cause a lower pasture DMI;
however, the supplementation can in turn provide concentrated nutrients that may be
limited in pasture and are consequently limiting milk production. The results of this study
support the concept that inclusion of non-forage supplementats can increase milk
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production, which has been observed in many studies (Khalili and Sairanen, 2000; Reis
and Combs, 2000; Bargo et al., 2002; Reid et al., 2015).
The LMG had a higher fat percent and protein percent when compared to the
HMG. Increase in milk production can lead to a decrease in milk solids indicating a
dilution factor for cows with high milk production. This has been observed in other
studies in which an increase in milk yield created a dilution effect on milk fat and protein
concentration (Veerkamp et al., 1994; Law et al., 2009; Alstrup et al., 2014).

2.5.2 Pasture Composition
Apart from changes in the lignin profile, some changes in the pasture composition
were also identified as factors affecting the greater milk yield. The predictive model
indicated that during the summer sampling period, RUP concentrations in pasture
impacted mean milk production, with greater than 35.8% RUP (as % of CP) having a
higher mean milk concentration. The HMG had a higher total pasture protein
concentration when compared to LMG for all of the sampling periods, however, the
similar MUN concentrations between the LMG and HMG suggest that rumen degradable
protein (RDP) concentration from pastures was similar between both groups and that the
excess protein concentration for the HMG was primarily RUP. The CP content that is
consumed by the animal is composed of RUP and RDP, the rumen microbial population
requires RDP for microbial protein synthesis, which will provide amino acids for
absorption along with digested RUP (Alstrup et al., 2014). As a diet becomes limited in
RDP the ammonia concentration will be impacted, as ammonia is converted to urea and
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ruminants in turn have the ability to recycle urea back to the rumen as a source of RDP
for the rumen microbes (Lapierre and Lobley, 2001; Agle et al., 2010). The RUP impact
on milk production indicates a greater supply of amino acids for absorption and
utilization by the mammary gland (Haque et al., 2012).
Along with RUP concentrations, the predictive modeling determined that P and
Ca concentrations in pasture impacted milk production, although it should also be noted
that accuracy of NIR prediction of mineral concentrations can vary depending on forage
species, and hence the numeric assumptions of the mineral profiles of these pastures
should be used with caution (Halgerson et al., 2004; Tremblay et al., 2009). According to
the predictive modeling, P concentrations in the spring and summer also impacted milk
production, with farms that had higher concentrations having a higher mean milk
production. When comparing the supplements profile of the HMG and LMG, the average
dietary P concentrations during the spring were higher in supplements offered on farms in
the LMG than supplements offered in the HMG (0.59 vs. 0.51%, respectively), and
similar P concentrations were offered for both HMG and LMG during the summer
(0.46%). During the fall sampling period, the dietary Ca concentrations in supplements
offered on farm were higher for the HMG (1.20 vs. 1.15%, respectively), which could
have influenced the results of the predicative modeling and provided animals with higher
production levels an additional source of non-pasture dietary Ca. However, it should also
be noted that some of the farms within the LMG were grass only farms, and did not
receive any additional dietary P or Ca concentrations from supplements. The P and Ca
concentrations represent a proportion of inorganic substances in plants, which creates a
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challenge for estimating using NIR calibrations as inorganic substances do not contain
near-infrared absorption bands; however, research analyzing different forage species
including perennial rye-grass, timothy, smooth bromegrass, red clover, and forages
grown in other grassland communities have successfully utilized NIR for mineral
estimation in plants (Ruano-Ramos et al., 1999; Andueza et al., 2011). Many studies have
reported that addition of supplemental P in dairy diets did not impact milk production in
P deficient diets (Wu and Satter, 2000; Ferris et al., 2010; Reid et al., 2015); however,
Puggard et al. (2014) observed a decline in milk production for cows feed a low P diet,
this was due to a decline in DMI which was not seen in the present study.

2.5.3 Pasture Mass and Estimated DMI
Pre-grazing herbage mass decreased throughout the grazing season, which is to be
expected with the seasonal climate that occurs in the Northeast as many of the pastures
contained cool-season grass and legume mixtures (Sanderson et al., 2005). The predictive
modeling indicated that pre- grazing herbage mass impacted milk production in the
spring and fall sampling periods. Farms with pre-grazing herbage mass below 4345 kg
DM/ha had a lower mean milk production during the spring sampling period when
compared to farms that grazed above 4345 kg DM/ha (1945 vs. 1277 kg milk/d,
respectively), while farms with a pre-grazing herbage mass below 3180 kg DM/ha had
the lowest mean milk production during the fall sampling period when compared to farms
grazing above 3180 kg DM/ha (1644 vs. 878 kg milk/d, respectively). Curran et al.
(2009) investigated the impact of high herbage mass on milk production in 64 grazing
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dairy cows fed pasture-only for two periods (April-July and July to October), and found
that animals grazing a low herbage mass (1600 kg DM/ha) had higher milk yield
compared to animals grazing high herbage mass (2400 kg DM/ha) for the first sampling
period and did not differ between grazing herbage masses for the second sampling period.
These results vary from the results found in this study, however herbage mass on the
pastures in this study were much higher than those observed by Curran et al. (2009). As
mentioned previously, when supplementing grazing dairy cows with non-forage
supplements, many studies have observed a decrease in pasture DMI defined as the
substitution rate (Stockdale, 2003; Bargo et al., 2003; Sheahan et al., 2013). During the
summer sampling period, farms with post-grazing herbage mass above 3295 kg DM/ha
had the highest mean milk production and farms with post-grazing herbage mass between
2533-3295 kg DM/ha having the lowest mean milk production. These results indicate less
pasture DMI and support the observation of substitution rate in high producing cows
receiving concentrate supplements.

2.6 CONCLUSIONS
The present study sought to engage with organic dairy farms across the state of
Vermont and evaluate how the management and feeding strategies, diet profiles, and
utilization of pastures impacted milk production and composition during the grazing
season. The results indicate that the operations in this study that utilized above 6 kg of
non-forage supplements per animal produced a higher milk yield, fat yield, and protein
yield. Farms that participated in this study that utilized less than 6 kg of non-forage
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supplements per animal had a higher fat and protein percent. Producers that were placed
in the HMG had greater pasture protein concentrations throughout the grazing season,
while the dietary concentration of RUP (% of CP) increased throughout the grazing
season and was identified as a potential factor affecting milk production across the HMG
and LMG. In conclusion, the addition of a non-forage supplements can be a viable
management technique to overcome environmental challenges and improve milk
production of organic dairy cattle during the grazing season.
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Table 2.1 Summary of management information, milk production, and grazing management of Vermont organic dairy farms
surveyed from mid-May to mid- June, July, or September sampling periods during the grazing season of 2017, for farms

HMG5

LMG5

1Shown

Item1
Herd Size2

Farm 1
68.0±2.9

Farm 2
50.0±2.9

Farm 3
47.0±1.2

Farm 4
60.0±4.1

Farm 5
43.0±0.9

Farm 6
57.0±1.7

Farm 7
61.0±5.0

Farm 8
36.0±2.1

Supplement3 (kg/cow/d)

6.67±0.14

6.69±0.12

6.61±0.23

7.03±0.33

4.90±0.51

4.79±0.62

4.91±0.51

5.60±0.69

Milk4 (kg/cow/d)

26.7±8.0

26.7±8.0

29.5±0.5

25.7±7.3

26.8±8.1

26.0±9.0

29.1±6.9

24.5±6.1

Pasture Size (ha)

2.58±0.82

0.55±0.19

0.89±0.77

2.29±2.13

0.54±0.04

0.92±0.63

0.55±0.01

0.22±0.01

Pasture Allowance (h/d)

10.8±4.0

6.67±1.9

8.83±0.5

14.0±2.9

13.5±2.1

10.8±2.4

12.0±0.1

9.50±0.5

Herd Size2

57.0±1.0

59.0±2.6

60.0±5.0

43.0±3.3

138±0.0

41.0±0.8

67.0±8.6

29.0±2.5

Supplement3 (kg/cow/d)

5.10±0.40

3.28±0.30

-

3.58±0.05

7.93±1.31

-

5.85±0.06

7.01±0.29

Milk4 (kg/cow/d)

23.5±6.9

16.3±4.6

17.2±4.9

19.7±5.2

22.4±6.5

16.4±4.3

21.9±6.3

13.8±4.6

Pasture Size (ha)

0.43±0.15

0.37±0.04

1.45±0.97

0.71±0.29

0.60±0.01

0.54±0.22

1.63±0.98

1.34±0.22

Pasture Allowance (h/d)

11.3±0.5

11.3±0.9

13.0±0.8

12.3±0.5

10±1.0

11.7±0.5

11.7±0.5

16.3±0.9

as average unit ± standard error
2Average number of lactating cows across the spring, summer, and fall sampling periods
3Farm 3 and Farm 6 in LMG did not utilize supplementation
4The herd average across the spring, summer, and fall sampling periods
5HMG=high milk group; LMG=low milk group
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placed in the high producing milk group (HMG), and the low producing milk group (LMG).

Table 2.2 Average precipitation, mean, maximum, and minimum temperature of counties in which Vermont organic dairy farms
were located and surveyed from mid-May to mid- June (1), July (2), or September (3) sampling periods during the grazing season
of 2017.
Period1
2

County

Mean2

Max3

Min4

Orleans

13.9

19.6

8.25

15.1

Windham

15.8

22.2

9.40

Washington

15.2

20.8

Franklin

15.0

Addison

13.2

1 Period

Rainfall5 Mean2

3

Max3

Min4

Max3

Min4

Rainfall5

18.7

24.2

13.2

9.98

16.3

22.6

10.0

7.98

16.0

19.1

25.4

12.7

11.3

16.4

23.0

9.90

7.70

9.58

16.9

19.8

25.4

11.7

11.4

17.9

24.2

11.6

6.99

21.7

8.28

12.9

19.7

25.9

13.4

9.20

17.0

25.0

9.11

8.28

19.0

7.39

14.5

17.9

23.8

12.0

10.9

16.4

22.8

10.0

7.39

1=Mid-May to mid-June, Period 2=July, Period 3=September
2-4 Average Temperature (°C) within counties
5 Average rainfall (cm) within the counties

Rainfall5 Mean2
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Table 2.3 Profile of the dietary supplements fed to Vermont organic dairy cows surveyed
from mid-May to mid- June (1), July (2), and September (3) during the grazing season of
2017, for farms placed in the high producing milk group (HMG), and the low producing
milk group (LMG).

Item2
kg DM/cow/d

HMG3
6.03±0.78

LMG3
3.50±2.56

Period1
2
HMG3
LMG3
5.87±1.11 3.50±2.44

DM (%)

88.2±0.8

88.5±0.7

88.1±0.5

88.0±1.2

88.3±1.0

88.3±0.6

CP (% DM)

16.7±3.0

15.7±3.8

14.8±2.3

14.9±1.9

17.7±3.2

16.3±3.5

ADF (% DM)

8.3±1.8

7.3±1.7

6.3±1.6

6.6±1.1

7.6±1.4

6.3±0.7

aNDF (% DM)

14.5±3.4

15.1±3.4

13.3±2.2

14.5±1.3

15.3±2.5

14.1±0.8

TDN4 (% DM)

82.4±1.2

82.0±1.3

82.6±0.9

82.2±0.8

82.0±0.9

82.4±0.5

NEL4 (MJ/kg)

8.13±0.11

8.07±0.12

8.15±0.01

8.13±0.07

8.09±0.08

8.15±0.05

NEM4 (MJ/kg)

8.55±0.17

8.52±0.13

8.60±0.09

8.52±0.04

8.52±0.12

8.55±0.00

NEG4 (MJ/kg)

7.39±3.89

5.76±0.13

5.85±0.08

5.78±0.04

5.78±0.09

5.80±0.00

P (% DM)

0.51±0.10

0.59±0.21

0.46±0.04

0.46±0.04

0.52±0.05

0.49±0.06

Ca (% DM)

1.13±0.36

1.50±0.06

1.13±0.22

1.15±0.22

1.21±0.35

1.15±0.23

K (% DM)

0.78±0.14

0.74±0.12

0.72±0.12

0.73±0.10

0.86±0.15

0.78±0.15

S (% DM)

0.78±0.18

0.99±0.17

0.91±0.23

0.93±0.23

0.82±0.20

0.92±0.15

1

1Period

3
HMG3
5.58±0.99

LMG3
3.64±2.63

1=Mid-May to mid-June, Period 2=July, Period 3=September
2Shown as average unit ± standard error
3HMG=high milk group; LMG=low milk group
4TDN= total digestible nutrients; NEL= net energy lactation; NEM= net energy
maintenance; NEG= net energy gain
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Table 2.4 Milk production, composition, and average body condition score (BCS) of grazing organic dairy cattle placed in a
high milk producing group (HMG) or low milk producing group (LMG) from mid-May to mid- June (1), July (2), or September
(3) sampling periods during the grazing season of 2017.
Period1

Item2

2

3

HMG3

LMG3

HMG3

LMG3

HMG3

LMG3

Group

Period

Milk (kg/cow/d)

30.3±0.4

21.3±0.4

25.0±0.3

18.5±0.4

24.3±0.4

17.7±0.4

<.0001

<.0001

Group*
Period
<.0001

Fat (%)

3.91±0.04

4.23±0.04

3.91±0.03

4.13±0.04

3.90±0.04

4.07±0.05

<.0001

0.03

0.04

Fat (kg/cow/d)

1.16±0.01

0.88±0.01

0.95±0.01

0.74±0.01

0.92±0.01

0.70±0.01

<.0001

<.0001

0.0006

Protein (%)

3.19±0.02

3.28±0.02

3.13±0.02

3.17±0.02

3.21±0.02

3.32±0.03

0.01

<0.001

0.06

Protein (kg/cow/d)

0.95±0.01

0.69±0.01

0.76±0.01

0.57±0.01

0.76±0.01

0.57±0.01

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001

FCM4 (kg/cow/d)

31.9±0.8

23.5±0.8

26.2±0.7

20.1±0.8

25.5±0.7

19.1±0.9

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001

ECM4 (kg/cow/d)

32.2±0.8

23.6±0.8

26.4±0.7

20.1±0.8

25.7±0.7

19.3±0.9

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001

MUN (mg/dL)

10.1±0.2

9.1±0.2

9.5±0.2

10.7±0.2

12.3±0.2

12.6±0.3

0.42

<.0001

<.0001

BCS4

2.87±0.02

2.96±0.02

2.92±0.02

2.88±0.02

2.93±0.02

2.83±0.02

0.41

0.09

<.0001

1Period

1=Mid-May to mid-June, Period 2=July, Period 3=September
as average unit ± standard error
3HMG=high milk group; LMG=low milk group
4FCM=fat corrected milk; ECM= energy corrected milk; BCS= body condition score
2Shown
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1

P-value

Table 2.5 Estimated DMI and pasture measurements for grazing organic dairy cattle that were placed in a high milk producing
group (HMG) or low milk producing group (LMG) from mid-May to mid- June (1), July (2), or September (3) sampling
periods during the grazing season of 2017.
Period1
Item2

2

3

HMG3

LMG3

HMG3

LMG3

HMG3

LMG3

Group

Period

Group*
Period

3682±1362

3411±1362

1602±1109

2426±1053

3491±1942

683±2345

0.62

0.46

0.40

DMI (kg DM/cow)

25.4±8.1

19.2±8.1

10.6±8.5

21.1±8.0

16.9±8.5

8.11±10.5

0.85

0.55

0.35

Post4 (kg DM/ha)

3024±246

3091±246

2800±224

3180±224

2553±179

2934±179

0.22

0.10

0.24

Pre4 (kg DM/ha)

4860±560

4636±560

3830±470

4166±448

3247±291

3158±314

0.99

0.01

0.51

Disappearance (kg DM/ha)

1Period

1=Mid-May to mid-June, Period 2=July, Period 3=September
as average unit ± standard error
3HMG=high milk group; LMG=low milk group
4Post= post grazing field; Pre=pre-grazing field
2Shown
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1

P-value

Table 2.6 Pasture botanical composition in pastures grazed by organic dairy cattle that were placed in a high milk producing
group (HMG) or low milk producing group (LMG) from mid-May to mid- June (1), July (2), or September (3) sampling
periods during the grazing season of 2017.

Item2

HMG3

LMG3

Grass (% DM)

77.0±5.1

71.6±5.1

66.0±5.1

Legume (% DM)

6.6±2.5

10.1±2.5

Weed (% DM)

15.5±4.7

Dead (% DM)

0.90±3.1

1Period

3
HMG3

LMG3

Group

Period

60.5±5.1

66.7±5.1

60.2±5.4

0.13

0.07

Group*
Period
0.99

13.9±2.5

16.7±2.5

5.8±2.5

12.9±2.7

0.07

0.01

0.66

15.6±4.7

12.4±4.7

15.2±4.7

5.5±4.7

14.0±5.0

0.30

0.46

0.67

2.70±3.1

7.67±3.1

7.6±3.1

22.0±3.1

13.5±3.2

0.26

<.0001

0.20

1=Mid-May to mid-June, Period 2=July, Period 3=September
as average unit ± standard error
3HMG=high milk group; LMG=low milk group
2Shown

P-value
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1

Period1
2
HMG3
LMG3

Table 2.7 Pasture chemical composition in pastures grazed by organic dairy cattle that were placed in a high milk producing
group (HMG) or low milk producing group (LMG) from mid-May to mid- June (1), July (2), or September (3) sampling
periods during the grazing season of 2017.

HMG3

LMG3

ADF (% DM)

28.4±1.3

30.6±1.4

27.9±1.4

aNDF (% DM)

46.2±2.1

49.2±2.2

CP (% DM)

18.2±0.7

RUP (% CP)

P-value
3
HMG3

LMG3

Group Period Group*
Period
0.21
0.87
0.84

29.7±1.4

29.0±1.3

29.8±1.4

44.3±2.3

46.4±2.3

45.6±2.1

47.1±2.2

0.30

0.46

0.91

16.3±0.7

19.7±1.2

18.1±1.2

19.8±1.2

17.8±1.3

0.04

0.13

0.98

32.7±1.3

32.6±1.4

36.2±1.2

36.7±1.2

35.8±1.6

37.8±1.7

0.44

0.02

0.78

Fat (% DM)

2.60±0.11

2.50±0.11

2.70±0.09

2.60±0.09

2.90±0.11

2.80±0.11

0.21

0.10

0.98

Lignin (% DM)

3.40±0.17

4.10±0.18

3.40±0.20

3.80±0.20

4.10±0.27

4.30±0.29

0.02

0.08

0.35

Ash (% DM)

7.60±0.28

7.30±0.29

8.00±0.25

8.20±0.25

8.40±0.42

8.00±0.45

0.57

0.01

0.49

Ca (% DM)

0.85±0.06

0.83±0.07

1.04±0.08

0.98±0.08

1.06±0.05

1.06±0.06

0.68

0.0003

0.93

P (% DM)
0.36±0.01 0.33±0.01 0.39±0.02 0.36±0.02
1Period 1=Mid-May to mid-June, Period 2=July, Period 3=September
2Shown as average unit ± standard error
3HMG=high milk group; LMG=low milk group

0.37±0.02

0.35±0.02

0.06

0.13

0.97
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1
Item2

Period1
2
HMG3
LMG3

Figure 2.1 Predictive model for pasture nutrients and the impact on milk production1 in grazing organic dairy cattle from mid-
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May to mid- June (1), July (2), or September (3) sampling periods during the grazing season of 2017.

1Values

shown as mean milk production ± standard error
phosphorous concentration in pasture; RUP= rumen undegradable protein and a percent of protein in pasture; Ca= calcium
concentration in pasture
3Period 1= Mid-May to mid-June sampling period; Period 2= July sampling period; Period 3= September sampling period
2P=

Figure 2.2 Predictive model for pasture herbage mass and the impact on milk production1 in grazing organic dairy cattle from

1Values

shown as mean milk production ± standard error
herbage mass measured in the pre-grazing paddock kg DM per hectare; Post= herbage mass measured in the post-grazed
paddock kg DM per hectare
3Period 1= Mid-May to mid-June sampling period; Period 2= July sampling period; Period 3= September sampling period
2Pre=
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mid-May to mid- June (1), July (2), or September (3) sampling periods during the grazing season of 2017.

Figure 2.3 Predictive model for estimated supplemental DMI and the impact on milk production1 in grazing organic dairy

1Values
2Period

shown as mean milk production ± standard error
1= Mid-May to mid-June sampling period; Period 2= July sampling period; Period 3= September sampling period
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cattle from mid-May to mid- June (1), July (2), or September (3) sampling periods during the grazing season of 2017.

CHAPTER 3: MILK PRODUCTION OF ORGANIC DAIRY CATTLE IS
INFLUENCED BY ALTERING SUPPLEMENTAL FEED PROTEIN CONTENT

3.1 ABSTRACT
Variations in nutrient supply from pasture during the grazing season, particularly
protein and energy, is a primary factor that can influence milk production of grazing
organic dairy herds in the Northeast US (Sanderson et al., 2005; Hafla et al., 2014). This
study evaluated the impact of altering the crude protein (CP) content of dietary
supplements included in dairy rations, fed to grazing organic dairy herds, on milk
production and composition. Six organic farms participated in a 6-week trial consisting of
a 2-week baseline period and 4-week experimental period. Farms were paired by their
summer MUN profile collected from a previous study in 2017, and farms within each
pair were assigned to 1) continuation of their regular supplements (n=3, control group,
CON), or 2) supplement with altered CP (% of DM) formulated using an organic barley
and roasted soybean mix (n=3, treatment group, TRT). Throughout the 6-week trial,
individual milk samples were collected at two consecutive milkings weekly, while
pasture and supplement samples, pasture measurements, and management information
were collected twice weekly per farm. Data was statistically analyzed using the mixed
procedure of SAS for all parameters, and effects of treatment, week, and their interaction
(treatment x week) were determined. Orthogonal contrasts were used to determine
treatment differences within and across week. The supplement CP (% of DM) during the
baseline period averaged 13.5% for CON and 15.3% for TRT and averaged 14.8% for
CON and 19.4% for TRT during the experimental period. Milk production was
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approximately 21% higher during the experimental period for TRT vs. CON (24.1 vs.
19.9 kg milk/d, respectively). Milk production decreased for CON from week 1 to week 6
(23.6 vs. 20.4 kg milk/d) while TRT maintained milked production from week 1 to week
6 (22.8 vs. 22.7 kg milk/d). Milk composition was different between groups, with CON
having higher fat percent (4.21 vs. 3.73%, respectively) and protein percent (3.15 vs.
3.05%, respectively) compared to the TRT for the 6 weeks. Milk urea nitrogen (MUN)
concentrations were similar between TRT and CON for the baseline period (11.9 vs. 12.1
mg/dL), and the final week of the experimental period (14.5 vs. 14.2 mg/dL). These
results indicate that altering the CP content of dietary supplements fed to grazing organic
dairy cattle during the summer period in the Northeast US could be a useful mechanism
to maintain milk production.
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3.2 INTRODUCTION
Since first appearing in conventional supermarkets in the late 1990s, the demand
for organically produced dairy products has increased and currently accounts for
approximately 15% of the total organic market and approximately 6% of the total U.S.
fluid milk sales (USDA ERS, 2002; USDA NASS, 2017). Providing organic dairies with
nutrient-dense diets that support milk production targets can be challenging in these
organic systems, particularly due the high reliance on forage growth and quality of the
pasture based-diets that are required by the USDA organic regulations and the more
limited supplement options (Hoogendoorn et al., 1992; USDA AMS, 2010; Macoon et
al., 2011). While organic dairies require a higher pasture intake (at least 30% of daily
DMI from pasture for a minimum of 120 days a year; USDA AMS, 2010), seasonal
variations and fluctuating weather patterns that occur during the grazing season in the
Northeast can influence botanical composition, herbage mass, and nutrient quality of
fresh forages that are available for grazing animals (Soder et al., 2006; Hafla et al., 2014).
Limitations in nutrient profiles of the pasture, particularly during this period of slowed
growth rate in the summer, can be partially mitigated through inclusion of diversified
pastures including use of warm season grasses, annuals, and different grass and legume
varieties. Diversification can not only impact the nutrient profiles but can also increase
the amount of available herbage mass for grazing animals, change the leaf:steam ratio
within pastures, and alter the pasture density(Sleugh et al., 2000; Moore et al., 2004;
Schipanski and Drinkwater, 2012). Addition of legumes to the pastures is a common
management method used to increase nitrogen fixing in the field and increase pasture CP
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content (Kleen et al., 2010); however, complementary dietary supplements can provide a
practical means to increase nutrient uptake and productivity of cattle during the grazing
season.
Inclusion of supplements in organic dairy diets is a mechanism to meet nutrient
demands throughout a variable grazing season by customization of the ingredient and
chemical profile of the diet. Energy and protein are nutritive factors that directly impact
digestibility and subsequent milk production in grazing animals. Supplements for organic
dairy farms are commonly used to supply these nutrients and are formulated with
molasses, beet-pulp, barley, wheat, rapeseed, or soybean, and various studies have
evaluated the impact of these ingredients on animal performance (Bargo et al., 2003;
Hardie et al., 2014; Liang et al., 2017). Inclusion of supplements appears to consistently
improve productivity, regardless of base pasture species. For example, Higgs et al. (2013)
evaluated the inclusion of energy supplements formulated with corn meal, wheat
middlings, molasses, and a small inclusion of soybean meal in diets fed to animals
grazing perennial ryegrass and white clover mixture, and observed an increase in milk
yield with pasture + starch and pasture + fiber based supplementations when compared to
pasture only or pasture plus sugar-based supplements (27.7, 26.2 vs. 23.1, 23.6 kg milk/d,
respectively). Alternatively, Khalili and Sairanen (2000) evaluated the addition of rolled
barley or a concentrate mix formulated with barley, wheat bran, oats, wheat, wheat syrup,
molasses beet pulp, and sodium bicarbonate to animals grazing timothy [Phleum pratense
(L.)] and meadow fescue [Schedonorus pratensis (Huds.) P. Beauv.] mixed pasture and
observed higher milk yield from cows fed the mixed concentrate and barley supplements
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when compared with production from cows fed exclusively pasture (21.0, 19.7 vs. 18.4
kg milk/d, respectively). These results indicate that barley alone may support an increase
in microbial activity, but that the concentrate mixture that included barley may improve
overall nutrient supply for microbial activity and digestion in grazing animals (Khalili
and Sairanen, 2000). While these two studies focused on energy-based supplements,
Mogensen et al. (2008) examined the impact of supplementing toasted soybeans pelleted
together with barley (3.70 kg/cow/d) to organic dairy cows fed grass-clover silage and a
concentrate mix of triticale, oats, and barley in order to assess whether protein may be a
limiting factor in milk production. These researchers observed an increase in milk
production in animals fed soybean plus barley compared to the control group (29.1 vs.
26.1 kg, respectively), and concluded that the high CP content provided by soybeans
could be a useful feedstuff in supplements for grazing cows to increase DMI and milk
production from grazing cattle.
While assessment of energy and protein uptake is difficult in a pasture setting, one
method to indirectly assess dietary CP intake of grazing cows is through measurement of
milk-urea nitrogen (MUN) concentrations in milk (Nousiainen et al., 2004). Ideal MUN
concentrations sit between 8.00-12.0 mg/dL, while concentrations below 8mg/dL are
perceived to indicate limited protein availability and above 12 mg/dL can possibly result
in reproductive issues (Kohn et al., 2002; Aguilar et al., 2012). Studies observing MUN
concentrations in grazing dairy cows conducted in Australia, Finland, and Sweden have
all indicated variations in MUN concentrations ranging from 3.80 to 40.3 mg/dL in
grazing animals (Trevaskis and Fulkerson, 1999; Nousiainen et al., 2004). The
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concentrations of MUN have also been observed to vary throughout the grazing season as
the energy to protein ratios can vary in pasture (Moller et al., 1983; Godden et al., 2001).
A previous study conducted during the grazing season of 2017 identified variable MUN
concentrations in grazing organic dairy farms across the state of Vermont, with
concentrations ranging from 5.36-14.7 mg/dL, with many individual animals having
below 8.00 mg/dL (Greenwood et al., unpublished). Low MUN concentrations have been
suggested to be a good indicator of protein deficiency, as ruminants can recycle urea back
to the rumen when the dietary CP is low, and the urea can be utilized by the rumen
microbes, leading to a lower concentration of urea available for utilization by mammary
gland and in turn decrease MUN concentrations (Reynolds and Kristen, 2008;
Mutsvangwa et al., 2016). Our hypothesis was that feeding a supplement with a moderate
CP concentration (target of 16% of DM) to grazing organic dairy herds in Vermont can
improve milk production and MUN profiles by providing nutrients limited by pasture
during the grazing season. The objective of this study was to evaluate the impact of
altering dietary CP offered in dairy rations on individual MUN profile, milk yield, and
milk composition produced by grazing animals during the summer in commercial organic
dairies in Vermont.
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3.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.3.1 Experimental Design
Six Vermont organic dairy farms (54.0 12.6 lactating cattle/farm) participated in a
6-week trial (June to August 2018). Farms were selected based on their diet management
practices and diet nutrient profiles recorded in a previous research study with the
University of Vermont (Greenwood, unpublished). Criteria for participation included:
twice daily milking, USDA organic certification, herd size above 20 lactating cows, and
year-round freshening. A complete block design was used, and farms were paired based
on their summer 2017 MUN Profiles (average:10.9 ± 3.5mg/dL) and assigned to one of
two treatment groups within each pair. The trial consisted of a 2-week baseline period,
where all herds continued with their routine management and feeding strategies, followed
by a 4-week experimental period, where farms within each pair were assigned to either:
1) continuation of their routine diet supplement and management plan throughout the
experimental period (n=3, CON), or 2) replacement of their diet supplement with a
supplement targeted to contain 16% CP (% of DM) but maintained on their regular
management strategies (n=3, TRT). Sampling on all farms occurred weekly throughout
the 6 weeks.

3.3.2 Management Information
Management data was provided by the producer and recorded weekly, including
grazing protocol, feeding protocol, and herd demographics. Number of animals grazing in
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the paddock, including lactating animals, dry cows, heifers, or bulls, was recorded. Hours
a day the animals had access to pasture was estimated by the producer and recorded.
Amount of supplement, including concentrates and conserved forages, was estimated by
the producer and recorded. Changes in any management or grazing protocol that occurred
during the 6-weeks as stated by the producer was recorded. The average rainfall, mean
temperature, maximum temperature, and minimum temperature for the baseline and
experimental periods for the counties in which the CON and TRT groups were located,
were recorded utilizing climate monitoring software through the National Centers for
Environmental Information (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Climate
at a Glance, County Time Series).
.
3.3.3 Animal Information
Assessment of BCS was separately performed and recorded weekly by two
trained project personnel for up to 50 lactating cows per herd, and the average of these
scores within cow within week was included in statistical analysis. The BCS recorded
gives an estimate of the relative amount of body fat or energy reserves that are stored
subcutaneously on individual animals. These recordings concentrate on evaluation of
animals short ribs, pins, and hooks. Thin animals with minimal fat and prominent hooks
and pins would be scored as a 1, while animals with excessive fat and barely visible
hooks and pins would be scored as a 5 (scale 1 to 5; Elanco Products Company, 1989).
Individual milk yields were recorded at each farm for two consecutive milkings
weekly throughout the 6-week trial. Milk samples were collected from cows at each of
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the two milkings per week using in-line samplers. Samples were collected in vials with
bronopol preservative, and analyzed commercially (DairyOne, Ithaca, NY; Lancaster
DHIA, Manheim, PA) for fat percent, protein percent, and MUN concentration using
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy technology (FOSS FTIR MilkoScan, MN.,
USA).

3.3.4 Non -Pasture Feed Supplement Sampling
Grab samples of supplements were collected weekly, along with samples of any
conserved forage offered. Feed samples were commercially analyzed through wet
chemistry analysis using traditional AOAC methods (DairyOne, Ithaca, NY) to determine
dry matter, and concentrations of neutral detergent fiber (NDF), acid detergent fiber
(ADF), CP, total digestible nutrients (TDN), net energy lactation (NEL), net energy
maintenance (NEM), net energy gain (NEG) and minerals. Refusals were measured when
available, if the supplement offered was not completely eaten or removed by producer
before researchers arrived on farm. Refusals were measured by collection of all feedstuff
leftover after feeding in a measured area, weighing the collected refusals using portable
scales, and multiplying the refusal weight of the measured area across the entire feeding
area. This estimated refusal was then subtracted from the producer-estimated supplement
mass offered to achieve an estimate of supplement intake per day per animal.
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3.3.5 Pasture Mass, Disappearance, and Dry Matter Intake
Pasture measurements were taken on each farm on two consecutive days weekly
concurrent with milking samplings at each farm. At the time of sampling, paddocks that
were grazed most recently were measured to determine post-grazing pasture mass, and
paddocks that were going to be grazed next were measured to determine pre-grazing
pasture mass, botanical composition, and nutritional composition. Areas and dimensions
of paddocks were determined using a distance wheel and verified using the parameter
tool on Google Earth software (Google Earth Pro version 7.3, accessed 2018, VT, US) for
individual farms. The herbage mass of each paddock was estimated using a Jenquip rising
plate meter (Jenquip, Feilding, New Zealand), with approximately 50 measurements
taken in a diagonal pattern across each paddock. Weekly, quadrat cuts (1 m2) were taken
in both pre- and post- grazed pastures at areas that were visually identified as being low,
medium, and high grass heights (15 samples per farm per visit). The measured quadrat
areas were selected at random, rising plate meter measurements were taken at the
randomly selected site and all forage material in the quadrat was cut to ground level and
collected. Forage material was transported to the University of Vermont Horticulture
Research Center (65 Green Mountain Dr., South Burlington, VT) and stored at room
temperature. Upon arrival, materials from each of the quadrat samples were then oven
dried for up to 48 h at 55°C and reweighed. To calibrate the rising plate meters and take
into account changes in pasture throughout the trial, pasture quadrat cuts collected across
the trial period were used to generate a calibration curve. The measurements collected on
weeks 1, 3, and 5 of the trial were used to create an individualized calibration curve
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within each farm. Rising plate meter measurements within farm were applied to the
individualized slope equation of the calibration curve to estimate pasture disappearance
for individual farms. Pasture disappearance was determined by subtracting the estimated
mass of the post-grazed pasture area from the estimated mass of the pre-grazed pasture
area. Pasture DMI of cows was estimated by dividing the number of cows grazing by the
calculated pasture disappearance.

3.3.6 Pasture Botanical and Chemical Profile of Pasture
Representative pasture samples were hand-cut (approximately 50 g) to an
estimated grazing height by visually examining height of the post-grazed paddock,
collected at even intervals, every 2-strides, collecting approximately 10-15 samples
diagonally across the paddock. These samples were then pooled as previously described
by Totty et al. (2013). Samples were stored at room temperature and transported to the
University of Vermont Horticulture Research Center (65 Green Mountain Dr., South
Burlington, VT). Two representative subsamples were then used for further analysis. One
of the representative subsamples from the pooled sample was hand sorted into four
botanical fractions: legumes, weed, grass, and dead material. After the fresh weight of
each botanical fraction was taken, all components were oven dried at 55°C for up to 48 h
to determine the botanical profile of the pre-grazed pasture on a DM basis. To determine
the nutritive profile of the pre-grazed pasture, the second representative subsample was
taken from the pooled sample, weighed fresh, oven dried at 55°C for up to 48 h, and
reweighed. This subsample was then ground to 1 mm using a Willy Mill (Thomas
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Scientific, Swedesboro, NJ), and analyzed using near infrared reflectance spectroscopy
(FOSS NIRS DS2500, MN, USA; University of Vermont Agriculture Testing, University
of Vermont, Burlington, VT) with 2016 NIRS Consortium calibrations (NIRSC, WI,
USA) to determine WSC, ADF, NDF, CP, ash, minerals, and fat.

3.3.7 Statistical Analysis
Parameters were analyzed using the MIXED procedure of SAS version 9.4 (SAS
institute, Cary, NC). Least square means determined effects of week, effects of treatment,
and treatment by week interaction. BCS, milk yield and milk composition were analyzed
using cow as the repeated measure. Pasture measurements were analyzed using individual
farms within CON and TRT as the repeated measure. Due to variability of baseline
profiles across farms, orthogonal contrasts were used and allowed for the baseline period
to be compared with treatment period within farm. These contrasts identified treatment
effects within and across weeks for comparison of the baseline period with individual
weeks within the experimental period for both TRT and CON. Statistical significance
was declared if P<0.05.

3.4 RESULTS

3.4.1 Management Practices
Management information is summarized in Table 3.1. The average hours spent on
pasture, as reported by producers, for both TRT and CON groups was 12.0 ±0.5 h
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throughout a 24 h period. Average pasture size was 0.79 ± 0.73 ha for TRT group and
0.64 ± 0.37 ha for CON group, and farms in both groups utilized rotational grazing
practices. Weather data for the counties where the farms in this trial were located is
summarized in Table 3.2. Across all of the counties, the average mean temperature was
18.4 ±0.7°C, the average maximum temperature was 25.5 ±1.2°C, and the average
minimum temperature was 11.5 ±0.6°C for the baseline period. For the experimental
period, the average mean temperature was 20.8 ±0.9°C, the average maximum
temperature was 27.3 ±1.4°C, and the average minimum temperature was 15.1 ±1.7°C
across all the counties recorded. The average rainfall within the counties was 10.6±1.8
cm for the baseline period and 10.8±3.4 cm for the experimental period.

3.4.2 Non-Pasture Feed Information
Nutrient composition averages for supplements used during the experimental
period and baseline period for CON and TRT are summarized in Table 3.3. Supplements
for TRT were formulated to 16% CP content; however, the ingredients in the formulated
supplement had a higher CP concentration than reported, therefore the CP% of the
supplement in the experimental period of the trial were higher than 16% (range 15.421.2).

3.4.3 Milk yield and composition
Milk production and composition for both TRT and CON are summarized in
Table 3.4 and Figure 1. Milk yield was affected by group (P=0.001), week (P<0.0001),
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and the group by week interaction (P<0.0001). During the baseline period, TRT and
CON had similar milk yields (herd average 22.6 vs.22.4 kg milk/d).The TRT group had a
higher average milk yield during the duration of the experimental period when compared
with the CON group (23.6 vs. 20.7 kg/d, respectively). Average fat percent was affected
by group (P<0.0001), week(P<0.0001), and group by week interaction (P<0.0001).
Average protein percent was affected by group (P=0.0049), week (P<0.0001) and, group
by week interaction (P<0.0001). Average fat and protein percent were higher for the
CON during the duration of the trial compared with TRT (4.21 vs. 3.73%, 3.14 vs.
3.04%, respectively). Average MUN concentrations were affected by group (P<0.0001),
week (P<0.0001), and group by week interaction (P<0.0001). Average MUN (Figure 2)
were the similar for TRT and CON during the baseline period (11.9 and 12.1 mg/dL), and
higher than the previous season for both groups. The MUN concentrations were also
similar between TRT and CON during week 6 (14.5 vs. 14.2 mg/dL), however TRT
increased from week 3 to week 6 (12.6 vs. 14.5 mg/dL) while CON decreased from week
2 to week 5 (13.6 vs. 10.6 mg/dL), and then increased from week 5 to week 6 (10.6 vs.
14.2 mg/dL).

3.4.4 Animal Information
The average BCS recorded by the evaluators is summarized in Table 3.4. There
was a difference in average BCS between TRT and CON groups (P=0.02), between
weeks, and a treatment by week interaction was observed (P<0.0001). The initial BCS
recorded in week 1 and final BCS recorded in week 6 for TRT were 2.61±0.03 and
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2.69±0.02, respectively, while the initial and final BCS for CON was 2.65±0.03 and
2.79±0.03, respectively, based on the 5 point scale.

3.4.5 Pasture Composition, Mass, and Dry Matter Intake
Pre-grazing pasture mass averaged 3587 kg DM/ha and post-grazing pasture mass
averaged 2869 kg DM/ha for CON and TRT. Average estimated DMI for CON and TRT
was 7.87 kg/d; however, this varied throughout the weeks as seen in Table 3.5.
Botanical composition is summarized in Table 3.6. Average botanical composition was
similar for both TRT and CON for baseline and experimental periods, with the
composition of weeds significantly decreasing during the experimental period (P<0.05).
During the baseline period, the average botanical composition was approximately 53.0%
grass, 11.0% legume, 26.0% forbs, and 10.0% dead material. During the experimental
period, the botanical composition was approximately 68.0% grass, 18.0% legume, 8.0%
forbs, and 6.0% dead material. In terms of nutrient profile, nutrient composition varied
throughout the 6 weeks; however, there was no difference in nutrient composition of
pasture between CON and TRT, nor was there a group by week interaction for the
nutritional profile. The aNDF, Ca, fructan, and lignin concentrations in pastures varied
throughout the weeks within both the TRT and CON pastures (P<0.05; Table 3.7);
however, were within normal range of pastures in the Northeast (Soder et al., 2006; Hafla
et al., 2014).
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3.5 DISCUSSION
The following study sought to evaluate the impact of altering dietary CP content
fed to grazing organic dairy cows on milk production, milk composition, and MUN
profile. The commercial farms that participated in this study were located throughout the
state of Vermont and had MUN concentrations ranging from 5.36-14.7 mg/dL during the
previous summer grazing season, with many individual animals having MUN
concentrations below 8.00 mg/dL. These concentrations indicated CP concentrations of
feed could be limiting production by these animals, as dietary N intake in dairy cows and
the MUN concentrations produced are closely associated. Animals with limited N intake
and limited ammonia concentration in the rumen will recycle urea-nitrogen through the
blood stream back to the rumen for microbial utilization, therefore decreasing the amount
available for utilization in the mammary gland and decreasing the concentrations of
MUN in milk (Oltner, 1983; Trevaskis and Fulkerson, 1999, Godden et al., 2001; Powell
et al., 2014). Our hypothesis was that altering the dietary CP levels in supplements
offered to these animals could improve MUN concentrations and milk production, giving
organic producers in the Northeast a strategy to overcome nutrient limitations in the
pasture during the grazing season.

3.5.1 Animal Measurements and Nutritive Composition
Throughout the study, the recorded BCS was lower than commercial dairy herd
recommendations (Elanco Products Company, 1989). While little published research has
outlined expected BCS ranges for grazing cows in the US Northeast, Roche et al. (2007)
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reported similar average BCS values (2.52-2.85 of 5-point scale) of Holstein-Friesian and
Jersey cows under a pasture-based system in New Zealand. As mentioned previously,
BCS recorded gives an estimate of the relative amount to body fat or energy reserves that
are stored subcutaneously on individual animals, and animals with low BCS and minimal
fat reserves may be not be consuming enough energy to meet individual energy demands
(Roche et al., 2010). In terms of the shifts in BCS across time and treatment, our results
support previous observations that increasing dietary CP do not necessarily result in BCS
increases. The increasing average BCS observed in this study suggests that altering the
supplement CP content did not positively impact BCS, as both CON and TRT had an
increase in BCS from the baseline period to the end of the experimental period and CON
had a greater increase when compared to TRT (2.61±0.03 to 2.69±0.02 vs. 2.65 ± 0.03 to
2.79±0.02 BCS units, respectively). Law et al. (2009) observed similar results when
feeding varying concentrations of CP to dairy cows (114, 144, or 173 g of CP/kg DM),
with the average BCS taken at two timepoints ranging from 2.53 to 2.66 units regardless
of the dietary CP treatment. Rius et al. (2010) fed lactating dairy cows varying diets of
high energy (addition of corn grain) and low energy (no corn grain), as well as high CP
(soybean meal) and low CP (no soybean meal), and also observed no interaction between
levels of CP and changes in BCS.

3.5.2 Impact on Pasture Composition and Pasture DMI
Pasture measurements were taken in pre-grazing paddocks on individual farms
weekly; however, weekly pre-grazing paddocks changed on farms within the 6-weeks
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and is likely why we observed changes in pasture botanical and chemical composition.
Pasture profiles were similar between the group; however, fluctuations in the nutritive
value of the pasture were identified. Of note, fructan and aNDF concentrations both
decreased in pastures from week 1 to week 6 (1.56 to 1.44%, 50.8 to 48.3 %,
respectively), while lignin and Ca concentrations increased from week 1 to week 6 (3.65
to 4.31%, 0.62 to 0.75 %, respectively). Jensen et al. (2014) reported a similar trend in
fructan concentrations across cool-season pastures throughout the grazing season;
however, WSC and other sugars followed a similar trend, while no changes in these
carbohydrates were observed in this present study. Pasture botanical composition and
chemical composition were within range for pastures in the Northeast, and similar values
have been observed in other studies (Brito et al., 2017).
Estimated DMI kg/d, pregrazing herbage mass, and postgrazing herbage mass did
not differ between groups, week, or AM and PM grazing periods. These results agree
with Vibart et al. (2017) who examined the impact of timing of allocation of fresh
predominately ryegrass pasture for dairy cows grazing in the AM or PM and observed no
difference in DMI (12.7 vs. 12.9 kg/d) as determined by pre- and post-grazing
measurements. This was a management strategy that was observed in this study, with a
fraction of the farms utilizing different paddocks for grazing in the morning versus
grazing at night, with the intention of the higher quality pastures being grazed at time
periods where DMI is predicted to be higher for the grazing animals. It has been
established that nutrient profiles have diurnal patterns, with a trend towards increased CP
content in the AM and decreasing due to dilution and increased WSC content and DM%
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(Delagarde et al., 2000; Shewmaker et al., 2006; Vibart et al., 2017). Ipharraguerre and
Clark (2005) observed a decrease in DMI (-0.5%, P<0.05) in dairy cows supplemented
with less than 15.9 % or higher than 18.0 % dietary CP in the diet. In this study, the
average CP % fed to the CON group during the experimental period ranged from 13.415.8 % while the TRT average CP % ranged from 17.0-20.6 %, with no changes in
estimated DMI in the experimental period, or the baseline versus the experimental period.

3.5.3 Impact on Milk Production and Composition
The milk production for CON and TRT during the baseline period were similar;
however, during the experimental period the milk yield of the CON group decreased
while the TRT group maintained milk production (P<0.0001). Given that both the TRT
and CON groups had a similar pasture nutrient intake and pasture DMI throughout both
the baseline period and experimental period, this suggests that the response seen in milk
yield from the TRT farms was likely due to the formulated supplement. While the
estimated DMI did not differ in this study, milk yield differed within the TRT and CON
groups and a treatment by week interaction occurred, as CON decreased from the
baseline period throughout week 6 (23.6 vs. 20.4 kg milk/d, respectively), while TRT
initially increased from baseline period to week 4 (22.9 vs. 25.1 kg milk/d, respectively)
and maintained production until week 6. These results are similar to those observed by
Olmos Colmenero and Broderick (2006), who determined that increasing the CP content
to up to 16.5% increased milk yield, but greater than 15.6% did not increase milk yield
when compared to production from cows fed diets containing 13.5, 15.0, 17.9, or 19.4%
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CP (% of DM), as our current study is in line with the upper limit of that inflection point
due to some of the ingredients used in the formulation of the supplement having higher
CP concentrations than expected. The biology surrounding the increase in milk yield
when feeding CP is likely rumen-related. Studies have shown that DMI and fiber
digestibility increase when protein is increased in dairy cow diets due to an increase in
microbial activity and available rumen-degradable protein (Oldham, 1984; Allen, 2000;
Alstrup 2014). Increased CP can provide increased rumen ammonia concentrations and
can increase endogenous urea nitrogen synthesis which can be recycled to the rumen
from the bloodstream and utilized by rumen microbes when dietary nitrogen sources are
low (Lapierre and Lobley, 2001; Reynolds and Kristensen, 2008; Mutsvangwa et al.,
2016). Other studies have observed higher milk fat and protein percentage in cows
receiving high levels of dietary CP content, in agreement with the observations in this
study (4.21 vs. 3.73 and 3.14 vs. 3.04%, respectively) indicating the increase in milk
yield, fat, and protein yield created a dilution effect on concentrations of milk
components (Veerkamp et al., 1994; Law et al., 2009; Alstrup et al., 2014).
A repercussion of the higher CP supplements is its impact on MUN
concentrations. The MUN concentrations of the farms included in this study ranged from
5.36-14.7 mg/dL during the previous summer grazing season; however, both TRT and
CON had higher MUN concentrations in the baseline period of this experiment than the
previous season (11.9 and 12.1 mg/dL, respectively). The overall average MUN
concentrations for the duration of this trial were higher for TRT group than CON (13.0
vs. 11.8 mg/dL, respectively) indicating an increase in rumen ammonia and endogenous
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ureagenesis (Mutsvangwa et al., 2016). This is in agreement with Groff and Wu (2005)
and Alstrup et al. (2014), who also observed an increase in MUN concentrations when
studying the impacts of dietary CP concentrations. Interestingly, MUN concentrations
increased from week 1 to week 6 in both CON and TRT groups (10.6 to 14.2mg/dL and
10.6 to 14.5 mg/dL, respectively). The increase of MUN concentrations across the
grazing season has been observed in other studies and has been attributed to seasonal
variations in energy and protein concentrations from pasture (Moller et al., 1993; Gooden
et al., 2001). While changes in pasture energy and protein concentrations were not
observed in this study, the weekly samples collected throughout the 6 weeks were from
different paddocks in various locations throughout the farm and may not have reflected
the botanical composition or nutrient profile the animals received throughout the entire
week.

3.6 CONCLUSIONS
The present study evaluated altering CP content fed to grazing organic dairy cattle
on milk production and milk components to determine impact during the grazing season.
The results indicate that an increase in CP content of the dietary supplements fed during
the summer grazing period in the Northeast US can provide additional N that may be
limited from pasture during the grazing season, particularly during the warmer summer
months. Pasture parameters, including estimated DMI, pre-grazing herbage mass, postgrazing herbage mass, and pasture chemical composition did not differ between CON and
TRT groups and were not affected by supplement profile. This indicates that the animals
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in both groups had similar DMI and nutritive value in pastures, yet milk yield was
maintained throughout the 6 weeks for animals receiving the higher levels of CP content
compared to a decrease in milk yield with animal that were in the CON group. Fat
percent and protein percent were higher in the CON than the TRT group in the duration
of this study. In conclusion, the increase of dietary CP is a viable option to maintain milk
production for organic grazing cattle in which dietary CP from pasture may be limited.
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Table 3.1 Summary of management information, milk production, and grazing management of Vermont organic dairy farms
studied while on their normal feeding strategies for 6 weeks (CON) or while on their normal feeding strategies for weeks 1 and

Item1

Farm 1

Farm 2

Farm 3

Farm 4

Farm 5

Farm 6

Group

TRT2

TRT2

TRT2

CON2

CON2

CON2

Herd size3

47.0±0.9

55.0±2.5

40.0±1.8

63.0±2.4

44.0±2.2

75.0±7.6

Supplement, kg DM/cow/d

6.50±0.08

5.30±0.05

3.06±0.05

6.82±0.16

5.10±0.22

4.44±0.04

Milk4, kg/cow/d

32.2±7.0

23.1±6.0

16.4±6.0

16.0±4.3

29.1±7.8

21.1±5.8

Pasture size, ha/d

1.52±0.94

0.61±0.16

0.36±0.12

0.33±0.12

0.58±0.04

1.01±0.38

12.0

12.0

Pasture allowance, h/d
10.5
12.0
12.0
12.0
1Shown as average unit ±standard error
2CON= control group; TRT=treatment group
3Average number of lactating cows throughout 6 weeks during the summer season of 2018
4The herd average throughout 6 weeks during the summer season of 2018
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2, and offered a modified supplement for weeks 3 through 6 (TRT) during the summer of 2018.

Table 3.2 Average precipitation, mean, minimum, and maximum temperature of counties
in which Vermont organic dairy farms were located and studied while on their normal
feeding strategies for 6 weeks (CON) or while on their normal feeding strategies for
weeks 1 and 2, and offered a modified supplement for weeks 3 through 6 (TRT) during
the summer of 2018.
Baseline1

Experimental2

County

Mean3

Max4

Min5

Rainfal16 Mean3

Max4

Min5

Rainfal16

Orleans

18.8

25.4

12.2

12.5

21.1

27.3

14.9

11.5

Windham

18.7

25.6

11.9

12.4

21.0

27.1

17.9

16.1

Franklin

18.9

27.1

10.8

9.04

21.7

29.2

14.1

7.60

Addison

17.3

23.7

10.9

8.56

19.4

25.4

13.4

8.05

1Baseline

period= Weeks 1and 2
period = Weeks 3-6
3-5 Average Temperature (°C) within the counties
6Average of rainfall (cm) within the counties
2 Experimental
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Table 3.3 Profile of the dietary supplement fed to Vermont organic dairy farms while on
their normal feeding strategies for 6 weeks (CON) or while on their normal feeding
strategies for weeks 1 and 2, and offered a modified supplement for weeks 3 through 6
(TRT) during the summer of 2018.
Baseline1

Experimental1
Item2
CON3
TRT3
CON3
TRT3
kg DM/cow/d
5.31±0.98
4.92±1.44
5.52±1.03
4.61±1.43
DM (%)
88.7±0.9
88.8±1.1
88.8±0.8
90.4±0.9
CP (% DM)
13.5±1.1
15.3±1.6
14.8±1.7
19.4±1.7
ADF (% DM)
4.6±0.9
5.9±0.9
5.2±1.1
6.5±1.03
aNDF (% DM)
11.4±2.6
14.0±1.4
12.7±2.8
16.7±1.8
TDN4 (% DM)
83.0±2.2
81.5±1.7
83.0±1.08
82.1±1.6
NEL4 (MJ/kg)
8.18±0.28
8.09±0.18
8.18±0.09
8.09±0.18
NEM4 (MJ/kg)
8.64±0.37
8.46±0.30
8.64±0.09
8.55±0.18
NEG4 (MJ/kg)
5.88±0.28
5.70±0.28
5.89±0.09
5.79±0.18
Ca (% DM)
1.22±0.14
1.22±0.10
1.09±0.20
1.25±0.1
P (% DM)
0.50±0.03
0.49±0.05
0.48±0.04
0.48±0.03
Mg (% DM)
0.51±0.07
0.51±0.2
0.46±0.1
0.47±0.05
K (% DM)
0.65±0.06
0.71±0.08
0.66±0.10
0.88±0.07
S (% DM)
1.15±0.14
0.98±0.07
1.00±0.16
0.88±0.05
1Baseline period = average from weeks 1 and 2, Experimental period = average from
weeks 3-6
2Shown as average unit ± standard error
3 CON= average of supplemental profile offered to farms in the control group (n=3),
TRT= average of supplemental profile offered to farms in the control group treatment
group (n=3)
4TDN= total digestible nutrients; NEL= net energy lactation; NEM= net energy
maintenance; NEG= net energy gain
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Table 3.4 Animal parameters for Vermont organic dairy farms, including milk production, milk composition, and body
condition score, while on their normal feeding strategies for 6 weeks (CON) or while on their normal feeding strategies for
weeks 1 and 2, and offered a modified supplement for weeks 3 through 6 (TRT) during the summer of 2018.
Week
Item1

2

3

P-value
4

5

6

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

Group

Week

Milk (kg/cow/d)

23.6
±0.6

22.9
±0.7

21.1
±0.6

22.4
±0.7

20.2
±0.6

24.9
±0.7

19.5
±0.7

25.1
±0.8

19.4
±0.6

23.6
±0.7

20.4
±0.6

22.7
±0.1

0.001

<.0001

Group
*Week
<.0001

Fat (%)

4.11
±0.05

3.81
±0.06

4.32
±0.05

3.72
±0.06

3.95
±0.04

3.69
±0.05

4.22
±0.04

3.68
±0.05

4.36
±0.05

3.65
±0.06

4.29
±0.05

3.80
±0.06

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001

Fat (kg/cow/d)

0.94
±0.02

0.70
±0.03

0.89
±0.02

0.83
±0.02

0.78
±0.02

0.91
±0.02

0.81
±0.02

0.91
±0.02

0.83
±0.02

0.85
±0.02

0.86
±0.02

0.85
±0.03

0.66

0.11

<.0001

Protein (%)

3.25
±0.03

3.05
±0.03

3.01
±0.03

3.00
±0.03

3.15
±0.02

3.07
±0.03

3.18
±0.03

3.07
±0.03

3.13
±0.03

3.07
±0.03

3.16
±0.03

3.01
±0.03

0.05

<.0001

<.0001

Protein (kg/cow/d)

0.75
±0.02

0.57
±0.02

0.62
±0.02

0.66
±0.02

0.62
±0.02

0.75
±0.02

0.61
±0.02

0.76
±0.02

0.60
±0.02

0.71
±0.02

0.63
±0.02

0.67
±0.02

0.06

<.0001

<.0001

MUN (mg/dL)

10.6
±0.2

10.6
±0.2

13.6
±0.2

13.1
±0.3

10.7
±0.2

12.6
±0.2

10.9
±0.2

12.1
±0.2

10.6
±0.2

14.9
±0.2

14.2
±0.3

14.5
±0.3

<.0001

<.0001

<.0001

BCS3

2.64
±0.03

2.61
±0.03

2.63
±0.03

2.56
±0.03

2.70
±0.03

2.58
±0.02

2.68
±0.02

2.64
±0.02

2.62
±0.02

2.68
±0.02

2.79
±0.02

2.69
±0.02

0.02

<.0001

<.0001

1Shown

as average unit ± standard error
control group; TRT=treatment group
3Average body condition score
2CON=
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Table 3.5 Estimated DMI and pasture measurements for Vermont organic dairy farms while on their normal feeding strategies
for 6 weeks (CON) or while on their normal feeding strategies for weeks 1 and 2, and offered a modified supplement for weeks
3 through 6 (TRT) during the summer of 2018.
Week
1

2

3

P-value
4

5

6

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

Group

Time

Week

Disappearance (kg DM/ha)

954
±418

1790
±418

778
±286

228
±286

1099
±498

1398
±454

893
±285

778
±285

967
±327

932
±401

1126
±908

908
±545

0.30

0.49

0.23

Group
*Week
0.47

DMI3 (kg DM/cow)

5.88
±3.8

15.8
±3.8

5.27
±2.2

1.79
±2.2

7.00
±4.8

13.3
±4.4

6.4
±2.2

6.5
±2.2

7.19
±3.0

7.97
±3.6

9.19
±4.2

8.22
±4.2

0.30

0.61

0.16

0.36

Post3 (kg DM/ha)

2531
±202

2867
±202

2777
±224

2844
±224

2800
±202

3024
±202

3113
±112

2956
±134

2643
±291

2979
±358

2800
±157

3068
±157

0.88

0.54

0.19

0.54

Pre3 (kg DM/ha)

3337
±202

3583
±202

3494
±314

2979
±314

3628
±269

4121
±246

3561
±202

3539
±202

3494
±224

3964
±269

3583
±246

3785
±246

0.88

0.55

0.19

0.54

1Shown
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Item1

as average unit ± standard error
2CON= control group; TRT= treatment group
3DMI= estimated pasture intake (kg DM/day per animal); Post= post grazing field; Pre= pre grazing field;

Table 3.6 The average botanical composition for pastures on Vermont organic dairy farms while on their normal feeding
strategies for 6 weeks (CON) or while on their normal feeding strategies for weeks 1 and 2, and offered a modified supplement
for weeks 3 through 6 (TRT) during the summer of 2018.
Week
1

3

P-value
4

5

6

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

Group

Week

Grass (% of DM)

51.9
±9.6

55.4
±9.6

60.9
±9.6

44.2
±9.6

61.4
±9.6

75.4
±9.6

77.9
±9.6

76.5
±9.6

51.4
±9.6

69.6
±11.6

72.4
±9.6

54.0
±9.6

0.98

0.15

Group
*Week
0.20

Legume (% of DM)

16.7
±7.6

4.44
±7.6

11.2
±7.6

12.6
±7.6

21.1
±7.6

9.54
±7.6

12.1
±7.6

15.0
±7.6

31.8
±7.6

14.4
±9.3

15.0
±7.6

26.1
±7.6

0.41

0.59

0.42

Weed (% of DM)

23.1
±8.2

29.2
±8.2

23.4
±8.2

26.9
±8.2

10.4
±8.2

5.38
±8.2

4.02
±8.2

8.17
±8.2

9.99
±8.2

3.18
±9.9

4.63
±8.2

17.8
±8.2

0.57

0.03

0.88

Dead (% of DM)

8.24
±4.3

11.0
±4.3

4.57
±4.3

16.2
±4.3

6.98
±4.3

9.74
±4.3

6.08
±4.3

0.38
±4.3

6.87
±4.3

7.87
±4.7

8.05
±4.3

2.09
±4.3

0.83

0.18

0.06

1Shown

as mean ± standard error
2CON= control group, TRT=treatment group
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2

Table 3.7 The average chemical composition for pastures on Vermont organic dairy farms while on their normal feeding
strategies for 6 weeks (CON) or while on their normal feeding strategies for weeks 1 and 2, and offered a modified supplement
for weeks 3 through 6 (TRT) during the summer of 2018.
Week
Item1

2

3

P-value
4

5

6

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

CON2

TRT2

Group

Week

ADF (% DM)

29.4
±2.1

28.8
±2.1

30.3
±1.3

31.9
±1.3

28.4
±1.6

28.4
±1.6

29.5
±1.3

26.0
±1.3

29.5
±0.9

30.4
±1.0

30.2
±1.9

26.7
±1.9

0.36

0.16

Group
*Week
0.30

aNDF (% DM)

52.1
±3.0

49.7
±3.0

54.6
±1.8

55.4
±1.8

50.7
±2.9

49.4
±2.9

51.0
±1.3

47.1
±1.3

48.8
±2.5

52.7
±3.0

51.3
±3.2

45.3
±3.2

0.33

0.02

0.39

CP (% DM)

17.5
±1.8

17.3
±1.8

16.7
±1.1

16.1
±1.1

17.3
±1.8

19.1
±1.8

16.8
±1.1

19.2
±1.1

17.7
±1.2

16.3
±1.4

17.2
±1.8

18.6
±1.8

0.51

0.73

0.63

Fat (% DM)

2.67
±0.21

2.41
±0.21

2.64
±0.21

2.54
±0.21

3.03
±0.28

2.81
±0.28

3.14
±0.24

2.92
±0.24

2.81
±0.21

2.65
±0.26

3.09
±0.15

2.88
±0.15

0.15

0.10

0.10

Lignin (% DM)

3.53
±0.21

3.76
±0.21

3.99
±0.18

4.45
±0.18

3.91
±0.27

3.51
±0.27

4.12
±0.26

3.73
±0.26

4.33
±0.09

3.92
±0.11

4.54
±0.32

4.07
±0.32

0.24

0.03

0.07

Fructan (% DM)

1.36
±0.39

1.77
±0.39

1.64
±0.14

1.06
±0.14

1.22
±0.27

0.94
±0.27

1.01
±0.39

1.37
±0.39

1.05
±0.06

0.66
±0.07

1.19
±0.50

1.69
±0.50

0.99

0.01

0.30

Sugars ( % DM)

6.71
±0.28

7.47
±0.28

6.49
±0.81

6.04
±0.81

7.06
±0.69

6.75
±0.69

6.53
±0.52

8.18
±0.52

6.82
±0.53

6.91
±0.65

6.52
±0.50

8.22
±0.50

0.11

0.61

0.33

WSC (% DM)

9.75
±0.8

11.0
±0.8

9.63
±0.9

8.34
±0.9

9.53
±1.0

9.16
±1.0

8.66
±0.8

11.0
±0.8

9.23
±0.8

8.60
±1.0

9.08
±0.8

11.8
±0.8

0.20

0.31

0.13

Ca (% DM)

0.62
±0.03

0.68
±0.03

0.58
±0.02

0.64
±0.02

0.67
±0.06

0.72
±0.06

0.71
±0.02

0.66
±0.02

0.79
±0.08

0.76
±0.09

0.76
±0.09

0.76
±0.09

0.70

0.01

0.14

Ash (% DM)

8.42
±0.58

8.55
±0.58

8.12
±0.49

7.47
±0.49

8.10
±0.62

8.18
±0.62

8.11
±0.31

7.78
±0.31

8.45
±0.47

6.18
±0.57

7.29
±0.73

8.18
±0.73

0.30

0.43

0.16

1Shown
2CON=

as mean ± standard error
control group, TRT=treatment group
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Figure 3.1 Average milk yield for Vermont organic dairy farms while on their normal
feeding strategies for 6 weeks (CON) or while on their normal feeding strategies for
weeks 1 and 2, and offered a modified supplement for weeks 3 through 6 (TRT).
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Figure 3.2 Average MUN Concentrations for Vermont organic dairy farms while on their
normal feeding strategies for 6 weeks (CON) or while on their normal feeding strategies
for weeks 1 and 2, and offered a modified supplement for weeks 3 through 6 (TRT).
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CHAPTER 4. GENERAL DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
4.1 General Discussion
The overall aim of this research was to provide organic dairy producers in the
Northeast with feeding strategies and guidelines that can be utilized to improve cattle
productivity and health during the grazing season. In the first study, our objective was to
survey a subset of organic dairy farms in the state of Vermont to observe and analyze
strategies that were already taking place on different operations and how these strategies
impacted their production. We observed that, across the different farms we surveyed,
feeding management commonly included supplementation of energy or protein
concentrates along with the utilization of pasture as the primary source of DMI. This
strategy can provide nutrients that can be limiting in pasture only diets. However, two of
the farms did not utilize non-forage supplements and both utilized alternative forages to
provide pasture mass during periods of lower traditional pasture growth that can occur
during the grazing season. When the farms were split into two groups based on their milk
production, the farms in the high milk production group used greater amounts of nonforage supplements, which supports the results of many studies indicating that
supplements in addition to pasture diets can improve milk production (Khalili and
Sairanen, 2000; Reis and Combs, 2000; Bargo et al., 2002; Reid et al., 2015).
We observed a variation in milk composition across farms that had similar
grazing and feeding management styles. The MUN concentrations across farms were
variable, ranging from 5.36-14.65 mg/dL, along with milk yield, protein percent, and fat
percent. The MUN concentrations in milk can be utilized to estimate CP intake by
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grazing dairy cattle, as dietary nitrogen degradation in the rumen yields ammonia and
utilized by rumen microbes; however, when not utilized by rumen microbes this
ammonia can be converted to urea in the liver and disbursed to the mammary gland
(MUN) or into the bloodstream (BUN) (Nousiainen et al., 2004; Powell et al., 2014).
In the second study, our objective was to evaluate whether standardizing the CP
levels in dietary rations on organic dairy farms could increase milk production and
composition. The idea that dietary protein was potentially the issue limiting milk
production on-farm was based on the results from the first study, where we saw multiple
circumstances of low MUN concentrations. As a result of dietary alteration, we observed
significant differences in milk production and milk composition between the control and
treatment groups, with the treatment group having a higher milk yield and MUN
concentration. There was no significant difference in pasture disappearance or DMI per
animal, based on our rising plate meter readings and calibration equations, between
treatment and control groups, indicating that the formulated supplement impacted the
milk production for the treatment group. The MUN concentration increased for both
treatment and control group throughout the grazing season, which has been observed in
other studies and is could indicate a change in the energy to protein ratio intake from
pasture (Moller et al., 1993; Gooden et al., 2001).

4.2 Limitations
Although many organic farms in Vermont consist of small herd sizes, averaging
63 cows per farm compared to 287 average cows per farm on conventional farms in the
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Northeast from 2008-2010 (Samuelson, 2009, 2010; Lidback, 2011; Parsons and
McCrory, 2011; O’Hara and Parsons, 2013), the farms that participated in this research
varied considerably in farm size. Stocking rate is defined as the number of animals that
are grazing the same land unit during a specific time frame (Allen et al., 2011). McCarthy
et al. (2014) evaluated the impact of stocking rate on DMI and milk production in pasture
based dairy systems, and observed a decrease in milk production and DMI in individual
grazing animals as number of animals grazing together increased.
Along with farm size, the farms in this research included multiple breeds, with
farms ranging from Holstein, Jersey, Ayrshire, Holstein- Jersey crosses, and many of the
farms in both studies having a mixture across all breeds. This may be a limitation of the
current experiments, as the breed composition of a herd could have affected milk
production and responsiveness to diet, and was not taken into consideration for blocking
in this research. It has been established in previous studies that milk yield and
composition vary between breeds (Palladino et al., 2010; Prendiville et al., 2010) One of
the largest farms (avg. 62.7 ± 2.4 lactating cows) that participated in this research was in
the control group of experiment two and consisted of only Jersey cows, which are well
established as having lower milk yield with higher percent of milk fat.
Body condition scores recorded were utilized to determine fat coverage on
individual animal, and could also be utilized to compare individual animals across all of
the farms. We utilized a chart (scale 1 to 5; Elanco Products Company, 1989) to help
guide the scorers per animal. However, the results we observed in BCS was lower than
the recommendation for commercial dairy herds. While some studies have observed
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similar average BCS in pasture based dairy systems ( Roche et al., 2007; Law et al.,
2009), it is also possible the BCS recorded in this research was influenced by variation in
scorers. In a study done by Kristensen et al. (2006), analyzing the equivalence of body
condition scoring of dairy cattle, it was observed that experience level influenced BCS
measurements with varying groups of scorers. While training was the same in the scorers
in this trial, it is possible that the results observed could have been influenced by the
variation in experience levels between the scorers.
Grazing management varied across different farms, and also varied on farms
throughout the weeks, which created some discontinuity and confounding issues within
the design. Due to time and budget constraints, the ability to travel to farms for two
consecutive days for sampling was not an option and pre- and post-grazing mass from the
same paddock was unattainable during the first study. This led to a reliance on different
paddocks across the farms for estimates of DMI rather than getting a direct measurement
from paddocks the animals were grazing for daily DMI, and may have been a limitation.
In study two, there were multiple producers that changed their grazing strategies in order
to compensate for poor environmental conditions, including increased temperatures, lack
of rainfall, and poor shade availability on fields. These changes included animals grazing
pastures with variable regrowth periods, grazing time being limited for animals, or
animals not grazing at all. The regrowth period for pastures impacts leaf to steam ratio
and herbage mass available for grazing animals, which influences the nutritive quality as
the leaf portion is higher in nutritive quality and digestibility, and can decrease with
shorter regrowth periods (Curran et al., 2010). Gregorini et al. (2009) studied the impact
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of restricting time at pasture and determined that time spent eating and the degree of
deprivation was impacted by total time spent grazing. Reduction in pasture availability
can lead to decreased DMI in animals on pasture based diets, which will impact milk
production (McCarthy et al., 2014). The grazing management variables that occurred in
our research could have impacted pasture availability and DMI as some of the farms that
participated relied on pasture as the sole DMI source.
Estimating DMI of grazing animals is difficult to measure for individual animals
and has been a limitation of the research presented in this thesis. The amount of
concentrate provided to animals and the amount of time the animals spent grazing was
estimate from the producer as we did not have to ability to assess individual animals
when non-pasture supplement was offered or during grazing periods, and could have
varied between animal or weeks. Conserved forages were also offered to the animals at
varying amounts to compensate for limitations in grazing time. Producers would often
utilize refusals as feed for dry cows or heifers, collecting and disbursing the feed before
measurements and samples collections were able to be taken. Therefore, refusals could
not always be utilized in estimating DMI in this study.
This research used the Jenquip rising plate meter and calibration equations from
quadrat cuts to estimate pasture-based DMI in grazing animals. Quadrat cuts provide
measurements from the entire pasture giving a more accurate equation for individual
farms as pasture forages can vary between regions. The Jenquip rising plate meter uses a
standard equation (kg DM/ha=(forage height+500)*140) when measurements are taken
which can lead to over or under estimating herbage mass (Sanderson et al., 2001). This
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research utilized the individual equations developed from the quadrat cuts which gave us
a more customized DMI calculation compared to using a standardized equation, however
readings from these measurements were still variable.
Another method that has been utilized in intake models, is the utilization of
animal characteristics, such as BCS and live weight, to estimate individual DMI
(Faverdin et al., 2011; O’Neill et al., 2012). However, as mentioned previously many of
these farms had variations in breeds, with many of them having multiple and cross-breeds
within one farm, making this option for estimating DMI inaccurate when comparing all
of the farms in these studies. Breed can have a direct influence on body condition scoring
and liveweight, as different breeds will have different energy demands for production.
In terms of other options to estimate DMI, use of markers such as n-alkanes, long
chain fatty acids, and long chain alcohols can be utilized to estimate nutrient intake in
grazing animals; however, as the diversity of plant species grazed increases, the accuracy
of these intake markers can decrease (Lewis et al., 2016). Vargas Jurado et al. (2015)
analyzed the accuracy of adding n-alkanes and long chain alcohols to determine forage
composition and determined that the addition of long chain alcohols showed no
improvement in accuracy. Heublein et al. (2017) estimated individual DMI of organic
dairy cattle using the n-alkane double indicator technique that contained 0.5 g
dotriacontane, dried fruit pomace, and 1.0 g ytterbium oxide for calculation or relative
fecal removal of n-alkanes, long chain fatty acids, and long chain alcohols. Plant species,
fecal samples, and concentrate were analyzed, and it was determined that long chain
alcohols were most accurate for differentiating plant species with 96% of diet correctly
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allocated, while n-alkanes, long chain fatty acids and long chain alcohols together
correctly allocated 12% of the diet results. However, utilizing long chain alcohols as an
intake marker for commercial organic dairy farms can be a challenge considering the
strict regulations they must follow

4.3 Future research
The original objective of this research included creating an economically
beneficial feeding guideline for organic dairy farmers; however, with the passing of Dr.
R. Parsons we were unable to include this portion. As milk prices and milk sales have
dropped, profitability is a big factor dictating the viability of farms. Farmers that utilize
pasture and intensive grazing systems can have a higher net return when compared to
farmers that rely on corn silage for the primary DMI (Hanson et al., 1998). However, it is
difficult to meet the nutrient requirements of high producing cows in a pasture setting,
and difficult for organic producers as the USDA National Organic Program requires that
organic dairy cattle receive at least 30% of their DMI from pasture at a minimum of 120
days per year (USDA-AMS, 2010). Income over feed costs is a calculation that
researchers can use for financial analysis, and includes the revenue generated from milk
sales and expenses related grazing and/or feed supplements on a monthly average (Hardie
et al., 2014). Future research could be conducted to survey organic feeding strategies,
including a supplement similar to the study presented in this research, and determine
which can be the most beneficial in regards to monthly revenue and income over feed
cost during the grazing season.
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Environmental concerns from the agricultural industry, including methane
emissions, nitrous oxide pollution from animal excretion, and phosphorus runoff, along
with strategies to limit these emissions are continually being researched. Research
examining the different management strategies used on organic dairy farms and how
these strategies impact the environment could be an important mechanism to help
extension efforts to educate the public regarding emissions from these different dairy
operations, and will also provide useful research to identify the practices that produce the
lowest emissions. Liang et al. (2017) evaluated feeding management and crop production
on organic dairy farms in Wisconsin and the impact on the environment, observing an
increase in greenhouse gas emission on farms that utilized pasture as the primary DMI
source and that had low producing herds. However, these results indicated that the milk
production potential not being met as the greater factor towards greenhouse gas
emissions. Future research that evaluate the feeding strategies on pasture-based farms to
increase milk production and economical benefit while decreasing environmental impact
can be beneficial for the industry (Liang et al., 2017).
The research we conducted occurred during the grazing season of 2017 and 2018,
with sampling beginning in May 2017 and June 2018, and ending in September 2017 and
August 2018. However, some grazing management strategies allow animals to have a
longer grazing season than this, while some climate change studies have indicated greater
seasonal variations in pasture growth (Hristov et al., 2017). Climate change studies have
predicted longer periods of weather extremes, including periods of drought, rainfall, and
heat, which will all impact pasture-based dairy systems (Thibeault and Seth, 2014). With
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the Northeast currently facing challenges to maximize productivity during the grazing
season, and the prediction of changes in precipitation and temperature, research focusing
on more grazing management and nutritional strategies to overcome these seasonal
challenges while optimizing longer grazing seasons in the future may be beneficial.

4.4 Conclusions
This thesis detailed the organic dairy industry and strict regulations and
challenges that organic producers must follow, while providing information on grazing
management, the chemical profiles of common forage species, and the impact the
nutrients would have on grazing animals. Our research provided information on different
feeding strategies that are currently in use on organic dairy farms in Vermont, including
pasture nutrient variations throughout the grazing season, supplemental intake, and
estimated total intake and the impact on milk production and composition. Our research
also provided a method that could be utilized on farm to help maintain milk productivity
and alter milk composition by providing nutrients that are limited during the summer
season. The focus of strategies that help improve organic and pasture-based production
will be critical as the demand for organic dairy products increases and can be beneficial
for producers facing climate challenges in the Northeast.
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